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RECONSTRUCTION CO:M.MI.Tl'EE Ol' COUNCIL 
I~TRODUCTIO~ 

This FIRST REPORT 0~ THE PROGRESS OF RECONSTRUCTION 
:PL.~>;~e·W describes ~he progress which has been made at the Centre upto 1st 
~f r eb.ruary 1944 an~ m.d~eates some of the problems which the various Policy 
Corurmttees are cons1dermg at present or would have to consider at some later 
~ta?e. Similar reports will,. it is hoped, be published periodically and will 
mdtcnte the progress made from time to time not only at the Centre but also in 
the Provinces and States. ' 

2. The Report which has been prepared bv the Reconstruction Secretariat 
contai~s a. good deal of. argument, discussion" of polic.v and views on tho 
financtal and other problems involved. The object of the Report is to "'ive 
information and to evoke public interest in the problems of reconstruction 
and it should not be regarded either as an expression of the approved poliey 
of the Go>ernment of India or of any o£ its Departments. 

3. Since this Report was drafted a statement has been made by the Hon'ble 
the Finance Member in his budget speech on the finance of Reconstruction, an 
extract from which is quoted below : . 

"It is my firm conviction that the first pre-requisite of reconstruction finance 
is a sound financial position, both at the Centre and in the Provinces, secured by 
tne fullest development of their respective taxation resources. This may perhaps 
sound pedestrian, but in the light. of our experience of war-time finance there 
is M reason, gi>en the will to find money for peace on the scale on which it 
llf1R bet:n found for war, why resources should not be forthcoming to an exteut 
which could not possibly have been envisaged in pre-war days. Many Provinces 
have already started exploiting their revenue sources and building up reconstruc· 
tion funds, as a result of which they will embark on the post-war period with 
an impron:d revenue position and a useful cash balance. This is a hopeful 
start, though there is still considerable scope for extension; but the magnitude 
of the problem is so great that the Provinces will undoubtedly need all the fmoo
cial n~!'istance that the Centre may be in· a position to give. I have recently 
brought under review the post-war budgetary position of the Central Gon~rn
ment, in so far as the many uncertainties inherent in the condit.ions of the 
T'rPsent .and the future permit.. The review indicates that, on the assumptioni:l 
of a rea«onnhly speedy rate of demobilisation after the conclusion of hostilitie!", 
the maintenance by concerted international effort of full production and employ
ment, :mO. n determination on the part of the Government of the day to utilise 
t() the full the taxable capacity of the count.ry, it might well be thnt, after one 
or t\\'O deficit years, revenue surpluses would emerge rising in the fourth or fifth 
ye:1r to the order of Rs. 100 crores per annum. With all-out borrowing con
tinut>d in accordance with the technique de>eloped during the war, it is by no 
menns fnntnstic to. vi~Sualise tot.al resources for the purposes of reconstruction 
during the first effecti"e quinquennium approximating to the Rs. l,OQO crores 
1E·n•l: and this excludes any estimate of direct private investment. Be:vond 
thnt I would prefer at this moment not to attempt to dip into the futme, 
nlthough i~ would be reasonable to assume that estimat€s for the subsequent 
fin:·;tertr perioO.s could be related to the actual results of the first quinquennium 
in a sort of f!eometric progression. 

"The immediate ta~k of inYestigation and planning is already well in hand, 
and some of the official reports and data which are now under the consideration 
of Government will !lhortlv be released for the information of the public. These 
con~titute the essential r;w materials of any practicable plan of development, 
hut equally important is the preparation of a sure foundation of sound finnnce 
capable of carrying with safety the edifice to be erected upon it. This edifice 
e:m itself be made both stronger and larger if the individual schemes of which 
it is composed are so designed as to be in their revenue aspect as remunerative 
:u; possible, and if hig-h priority is accorded to such of them a~ can contribute 
ciirectlv to an increase in mat€rial wealth nnd prosperity and thereby reinforce 
ihe pu.blic r~Yenues. '' . 
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After explaining the. new taxation proposal11 for 1944-45, the Hon'ble the 

Finance Member concluded that "this programme will assist the preparations. 
for- post,war development, by ·providing for the regular building up by industry 
of the necessm'y reserves, as well as by fortifying J>ermanently the revenue
resources of the State. 

"I~ the last-named direction much still remains to be done. In particulll-r" 
the Provinces, on whom so large .a share of the building of the future inevitably 
falls, will need expanded resources. We have therefore under active considers~ 
tion the possibility of an estate duty on non-agricultural property, which would 
be levied by the Centre but of which the proceeds would be assigned to the 
Provinces. In spite of war-time taxation it is indisputable that enormous private 
fortunes have been made during the war; aggravatingthe great inequality which 
already existed. Even on a modest programme vast sums will be needed for the· 
post-war development. of the country, and there is manifest justification tor a 
system of death duties whereby these large fortunes will be laid under contribu
tion. We have encountered, as we expected certain initial difficulties, but we 
hope to overcome these and to be in a position to place a carefully prepared 
measure 'before the Legislature at a subsequent session. I have no doubt tha1J 
such a measure would not only fill a gap in the fiscal armoury of IndiiJ bu~ 
could serve a great social end. . · 
· "That brings ni.e to the end of my story. The last five years have witnessed 
changes of a significii'Ilce and magnitude which few indeed could have ventured 
to foretell, as India has been caught up ever more irresistibly in the rapid stream 
of world events. Who can doubt that she is destined to play a momentous part 
in the years ahead, when the last great effort has been crowned with victory, and 
men turn again to the fruitful tasks of peace?'' 

SJiJC&ETARIAT (N. BLOCK); 

New Delhi, 'the 1st March 1944. 

T. J. HUTTON, 
·. Lt.-General, 
Secy. R. C. 0 



SECTION I-The Background. 
The sigui.ficauce of the Post-war Heconstruction movement lies in the facj 

ihat after every great war, coll8iderable changes take place in the mental 
outlook of the wor.d and there is a genuine desire to improve conditions which. 
prevailed before the war aud which were to some extent. 
responsible for it. E:istory shows that almost every great war has tended ~() 
break up and sweep away the structure of an old social and political order 
and lay the foundations of a uew one. War begets new needs and new 
loyalti~:s which help to determine social and political forms during the ensuing 
penod of peace. "War is thus never the end" says a famous historian, "bull 
always the beginning of a new social order." 

Tbis applies particularly to the present war which is being waged on an 
unprecedented scale. In the .first place, the area of the conflict is the larged 
ever known and not a single country of the world is really unaffected. 
Secondly, many scientific inventions have been put in practice during the 
last four years, and, not only have the methods of destruction improved bui; 
also the commercial arts which are capable of promoting national welfare im 
peacetime. Thirdly, enormous advances have been made in the field of 
economic and financial controls. These controls have proved that the 
machinery of production and distribution can be greatly improved when govern-· 
ments and public opinion are determined to aqqpt national policies and tOo 
pursue them with vigour and without the intiritt1ion of vested interests. They 
have awakened the public to a consciousness that if a modern society can. 
uchieve conditions of full employment and increased national income under 
the stimulus of war, it should be possible to use the whole apparatus of war
time control for the advancement of the standard of living and the abo:ition of 
poverty. Fourthly, this war as no other war in history could be truly called 
n peoples' war. Many sections of the population have suffered tribulations .. 
and hardships to a varying extent, and the people, the working classes 
particularly, are now generally more internationally minded than ever before. 

These characteristics of the present war have created a profound impression 
on the masses and the problems of post-war reconstruction are now attracting 
more attention than they did during any other war. The slogans of the lasil. 
war were e~sentially political, e.g., 'the war to end war', 'the war to make 
democracy safe', and the thinkers of that period thought more of the political 
aspects of international co-operation than of the moral and social aspects. The 
dt·liberations at the Versailles Conference hardly ever emphasiRed social or 
economic problems in any specific manner, except in so far as they concerned. 
tLc immediate vost-war period. t:limilarly, the b1g~er problems of post-war re
construction did not find a place in the ':Fourteen PointS' put forward by 
l're11iutmt Wi.son and the soeial and economic activities of the League of 
I\ utiou~ were largely a side-line of the main political activity.* 

During this war, on the other hand, the emphasis has shifted from ~he: 
purdy political to the social and economic aspects of post-war reeonstructwn 
and the programme of reconstruction is far wider both in scope auJ i:a origin. 
Moreover, it has its origin not in the demand of any one section of the com
Iuuuitv for the satisfaction of a series of claims by concessions to be made· by 
anoth~r section, but in a widespread desire to improve the living conditions 
of the world as a whole. This is clearly noticeable in the various statements 
of policy adopted and declared by the heads of States and responsible. 
ntinisters. PreF>ident Roosevelt's "freedom from want" defined ns ''a 
eonstant'~: incrensin" and v•idenin" standard of living" takes equal place with 
the ot.he; three fundamental freed~m~ •. namely, freetlom of speech, freedoii_l of~ 
vmr~htp nnci fn·idom from fear. Drtttsh ~ have on several occaswn~ >1-ltt..,.i-<v 
~ that the war is being fought to obtain economic ~ecurit.v for all classes A 5.1-.-b "..( 
anrl for n 11 nntions. 

The Atlantic Charter. At a conferenee in an Atlantie port in August, 1941, 
lfr. Churchill nnd President Roo!'!evelt drew up a joint dPclarntion Joying down 
"cert.ain common prineiples in the national po!icies of their re~pective countries 

•Towards our True Inheritanre : the Reconstruction work of the I. L. Q• 
(~fo:ttreall9.2), page 2-
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"on which ·they base their hopes for a better future for the world". These 
principles are embodied in the Eight Points w~ch are: 

TBE EIGHT POIN'l'S 
, The President of the United States and the Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill, 
·.representing His Majesty's Government in. the United ,:K.iJ;lgdo~, being . met 
together, deem it right ~o make known certam common pnn~1ples m the natiOnal 
policies of their respective countries on which they base the1r hopes for a. better 
.future of the world. . · 

FIRST, their countries seek no aggrandisement, territorial or other. 
SECOND, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord wi1h 

the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerp.ed. 
. THIRD, they respect the right of all peoples. to choose the f?rm ?f Go~ern
ment under which they will live; and they wish to see sovereign nghts and 
self-government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived ·of them. 

FOURTH, they will endeavour, . with due respect for t~eir existing ~bliga
tions to further enjoyment by all States, great or small, VIctor or vanqwshed, 
of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world 
which are needed for their eoonomic prosperity. 

FIFTH, they desire __ to bring about the fullest collaboration lietween all 
nations in the economic field, with the object of securing for all improved 
labour standards, economic advancement and social security. 

SIXTH after the· final destruction of Nazi tyranny, they hope to see 
established' a peace which will afford to all nations the means of dwelling in 
safety within the boundaries and which will afford assurance that all the men 

' in ali the lands may live out their li"res in freedom from fear and want. 
SEVENTH, such a peace should enable all men to traverse the high seas 

and oceans without hindrance. 
EIGHTH, they be:ieve all of the nations of the :world, for realistic as well .. 

. .as spiritual reasons,. must come to the abandonment of !;he use of force. Sine$ 
no future peace can be maintained if land, sea, or air armaments oontinue iJo 
be employed by nations which threaten, or may threaten, aggression outside of 
their frontiers, they believe, pending the establishment of a wider and per
manent system of general security, that the disarmament of such I!ations ia 
essential. They will likewise aid a~d encourage all other practicable measures 
which will lighten for peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of armament. 

The Atlantic Charter is now the accepted statement of policy adopted by 
practically all the Allied and Friendly Nations in· the world. l'he details of 
the principles embodied in the Charter have yet to be worked out.· It will how-· 
ever be not!'!d that the preamble as well as .the three Points 'oi the eighi; 
specifically mention the international aspects of economic and social collabora
-tion aft'er the war. The preamble dec:ares the belief of all the . Nations who 
are a party to the Charter .that the observance of the Eight Points constitutes 
the keystone on which "hopes for a better future for the world" can be based. · 

· The fourth Point states that all countries of the world should have free access 
to the raw materials of the world. The fifth Point aims at securing for all 
improved labour standards, economic advancement and social security. The 
sixth Point again emphasises the need of creating conditions which would enable 
"all the men in all the lands" to live out their lives "in freedom from fear 
and want" ·· · · 

It is al~o slgnific~nt 'tha~ the Charter is not meant to ap~ly to any parti, 
cular country or group of countries, but to every state of the world whether ill 
be "great or. small, victor, or· vanquished." -

Anglo-American Agreement. The principles of the Atlantio · ·Charter have 
been reiterated in the Mutual Aid Agreement of F~bruary, 1942. It has been 
.signed by a majority of the Allied Nations, although India is not a party to ij;: 
'l'he Agreemeni; is bi!aieral betw~en the U.S.A. Govemm~n' on the one hand 

• a 
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and ea(;h of the signatory Allied Governments on the other. Article 7 of the 
.Agreement reads a~ follows:- · 

"In the final determination of the benefits to be provided to the United 
States of America by the Government of the United Kingdom in return for 
aid furnitihed under the Act of Congress of l\Iarch 11, 1941, the terms and 
conditions thereof shall be such as not to burden commerce between the two 
countries, but to promote mutually advantageous economic relations between 
them and the betterment of world-wide economic relations. To that end they 
shall include provision for agreed action by the United States o£ America and 
the United Kingdom, open to participation, by all other countries of like mind. 
directed to the expansion, by appropriate international and domestic measures, 
of production, employment, and the exchange and consumption of goods, which 
are the material foundations of the liberty and welfare of all peoples; to the 
elimination of all forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce. 
and to the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers; and, in general, to the 
attainment of all the economic objectives set forth in the Joint Declaration 
(Cmd. 6321) made on Augm;t, 12, 1941. by the Pw:ident of the United States 
of America and the Prime 1\Iinister of the United Kingdom. At an early con
"Yenicnt date conversations shall be begun between the two Governments with 
a view to determining, in the light of governing economic conditions, the best 
means of attaining the above-stated objectives by their own agreed action and 
of ~Peking the agreed action of other like-minded Governments." 

The United Nations Conference on FOod and Agriculture. These statements 
of policy are now being examined in detail and international discussion<; on the 
vnrions aspectR of social, economic and financial reconstruction are in progress. 

The first important conference held in this connection was the Hot Springs 
Conference on Food and Agriculture which was attended bv the technical 
experts nnd the official repr~ntatives of fortyfour Allied and· Friendly Nations: 
covering in all more than 80 per cent, of the world's population. Being the 
first of a series of conferences which would be necessary at a later stage, this 
Confrrrnce was essentially exploratory in nature and the purpose . was to 
facilitate an exchange of views and information on the technical and the 
general aspects of Agricultural and Nutritional Policies to be pursued after 
the war. · 

One of the findings of the ,Conference was that "there has never been enough 
food for the health of all people. This is justified neither by ignorance nor 
by the harshness of n~ture. Production of food must be expanded and we have 
now knowledge ·of the means by which this can be done." The Conference 
therefore declared its "belief that the goal of freedom from want of food, 
suitable and adequate for the health and strength of all people, can be 
11chieved ". 

But, it was quite evident that "freedom from hunger" could be achieved 
('nly by urgent and concerted efforts to increase production and to distribute 
it te the best advantage of the world as a whole. The Conference found that 
the first cause of hunger and malnutrition was poverty and recommenaea that 
"there must be an expansion of the whole world economy to provide the pur
chasing power suffieient to maintain an adequate diet for all. With full 
employment in all countries, enlarged industrial production, the absence of 
exploitation, an increasing flow of trade within and between countries, an 
orderly management of domestic and international investment and currencil!s, 
and su~tained internal and international economic equi:ibrium, the food which 
is produced can be made available to all people." 

The first immediate result of the work of the Conference is the establish
ment of nn Interim Commission whoM primary function is to prepare "a 
f;pecific plan for a permanent organisation in the field of food and agriculture". 
The Conference has thus set up a world machinery to deal with the funda
mentnl problem of food. The work of tl1e Conference nl~o conRtituteR the first 
nnit0o attempt towards mnking effective the pleilge of the Atlantic Chn;ter for 
pence "that will afford an a!':snrrmce that all men in nll lrmr1s ma~ lrre o11t 
their Jives in freedom from frnr and wnnt''. The Confrrenre reromme1Vl0d 
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that the member i'Overnments snould issue a' formal declaration recognising 
their obligation to their respective peoples and to one another, henceforth to 
·collaborate in raising levels of nutrition and standards of living ·of their peoples, 
.and to report to one another on~ the progress achieved. One of the function1 
:assigned to the Interim Commission is to formulate this declaration for the' 
-consideration of member' governments. 

The Conference also realised that "the primary responsibility lies. with each · 
nation for seeing that its own people have the food needed £or life and health; 
-steps to this ·end are for national determination". It is however clear that 
·under modern conditions, no country of the world can achieve this end merely 
·by pursuing policies of national self-sufficiency or exclusiveness. The Con
ference therefore emphasised that the ·goal of freedom from hunger for the 
-world as a whole can be achieved only if all the countries work together. Thill! 
principle of international collaboration was accepted by the Government• 
l'epresented at the Conference and a joint declaration was drawn up recognising 
·and embodying the ob~igation of each government to its own people and to 
one another. 

The significance of this declaration for India cannot be exaggerated. India. 
is primarily an agricultural conuntry and it is all to her advantage to pursue 
her agricultural and nutritional policies on the lines accepted at Hot Springs. 
Since agricultural production and prices are extremely sensitive to world 
influences, it follows that the .policies which are likely to be evo~ved later will 
-exert far-reaching influence on Indian economy. It is ,therefore to India's 
interests to co-operate whole-heartedly in the work of the Conference and 
1>imultaneously to pursue policies aimed at increasing the mtt.ritional standards 
1Jf her own people. 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. An Agreement for 
1Jnited Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration was signed at 
Washington on the 9th November 1943, on behalf of forty-four Governments or 
Authorities representing .the United Nations or Nations associated with the United 
Nations in the war. The Agreement establishes a world machinery for afford
ing relief to liberated countries immediately after the termination of hostilitieil 
in such countries. The Preamble of the Agreement expresses the determina
tion of the United and Associated Nations that "immediately upon the libera
tion of any area by the armed forces of the United Nations or as a consequence 

• <>f retreat of the enemy the population thereof shall receive aid and relief from 
their sufferings, food, clothing and shelter, aid in the prEWention of pestilence 
and in the recovery of the health of the people, and that preparation and 
11rrangements sha~l be made for the return of prisoners and exiles to their 
homes and ;for assistance in the resumption of urgently needed agricultural and 
industrial production and the restoration of essential services". 

India has signed -the Agreement subject to the reservation that it. shall not 
<Come into force until it has been approved by the Indian Legislature. Thirteen 
<>ther Governments have signed the Agreement with a similar reservation. 

The Council of UJ\TRRA which is the policy-making body of the Administra
tion and. on which all the member governments are represented held its :first 
"Session at the Atlantic City from the lOth November, to the 1st December 1943. 
Important decisions were reached on the policies to be followed b:v the 
Administration in regard to the organization of measures for the relief and 
rehabilitation of liberated areas, including the financing ana procurement of 
supplies.· 

In addition to the Council, four main Committees have been set up, 
namely the Central Committee, the Committee on Supplies and the Regional· 
Committees of the Council for Europe and the Far East. The Central Com
mittee consists of the representatives of China, U.S.S.R., U.K. and U.S.A.; 
while the Committee on Supplies is composed of the representatives of those 
m~mber governments likely to be principal suppliers of materials for relief and 
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rehabilitation. The two Regional Committees com;ist of the representatives of 
~he member governments in the region and of certain other member govern
ments directly concerned with the problems of relief and rehabilitation in the 
rei1on. h has also been decided to set up standing technical committees to 
deal with agriculture, displaced persons, health, industrial rehabilitation and 
welfare. The standing tech~ical committees will be authorised to -appoint 
e~pert sub-committee~ to assist them in their work. 

Other measures of International Co-operation. The interwar period 
between 1918, and 1939, was characterised in the earlier stages by violen1 
fluctuations in exchange rates and a virtual collapse of the international 
monetary system, and, in the later stages by the economic depression which 
inflicted great hardship on almost every section of the communit.v in all the 
parts of the world. It is now generally realised that the unstable conditions 
which prevailed during that period arose largely out of lack of international co
·operation in the economic. field. 

The remedial measures based on international co-operation in the field of 
·economic activity have been grouped under the following main heads in the 
preface to Proposals for an International Clearing Union put forward by the 
British Treasury:-

(1) The mechanism of currency and exchange,, 

(2) The framework of commercial policy regulating the conditions for ex
·change of goods, tariffs, preferences, subsidies, import regulations and the like. 

(3) The orderly conduct of production, distribution and price of primary · 
products so as to protect both producers and consumers from the loss and risk 
for which the extravagant fluctuations of market conditions have been res
ponoible in recent times. 

(4) Investment aid, both medium and long term, for the countri~s whose 
economic development needs assistance from outside. 

Various iuternational monetar,x proposals have already been put forward 
r~;:garding the control of the mechanism of currency and exchange, i.e., (1) 
above, all(l are being discussed by the Treasury experts of the U.K.; the U. B.A., 
and other <:ountries. The main object of thos-e proposals is to establish a 
multilateral system of clearjng which would provide for an orderly and agreed 
method of determining the values of national currency units and which would 
aid in the restoration and development of healthy international trade after the· 
war. The proposals of the U.K. and the U.S.A. experts have already been 
reprinted by the Government of India Press and are for sale to the public. 
The experience of the past)s so disastrous and the lack of international control 
in the sphere of currency and exchange has been felt for such a long time that 
there is no doubt in the minds of currency experts about the desirability of 
establishing some system which would minimise the possibility oj violen1 
fluctuations in economic activity in the post-war period. The proposals now 
under discussion have a fair chance of being accepted in some form or the 
other by an overwhelming majority of the countries of the world. It is also for 
India to consider them in the light of her own conditions and to be prepared to 
take part in any international conferences which may take place. 

The other proposals envisage a system of foreign trade which would not be 
hampered unduly by the pursuit of selfish or ignorant policies on the part of a 
few countries. "The orderly conduct of production and distribution of primary 
products" will obviously raise questions of commodity controls, buffer stocks, 
bulk imports and exports, etc., and these are subjects which concern India no 
less than any other country of the world. "Investment aid'' and the policies 
underlying the Atlantic Charter and the Mutual Aid Agreement are closely con
nected with each other and the proper management of an internationally 
regulated investment policy might well result in the industrial and economic 
development of the backward countries in Asia, Africa· and other continenti 
which, it is now recognised, would be an aC.vrmtage to the world as a whole. 
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SEC'l'ION D-Need for Planning now. 

It is true that .it is still too. early to estimate the· precise form· and magnitude• 
of India'e post-war problems and the task becomes all the more difficult be
cause of the fact that Indian conditions must to a large extent depend on; 
factors governing ,not India alone but the world as a whole: This is however' 
no reason why preliminary' planning· should ·not take place now. The cessa
tion of hostilities will create problems no less serious than those brought about· 
by the war,· and, it is the duty of everyone to visualise· them and to be pre
pared by forethought for the kind of situations which are likely to arise. 

Ae a result of war conditions economic and social development have .beeru 
suspended over almost the whole field. It is essential, therefore, to _ take· 
stock of the situation and decide which are the most urgent matters to proceed: 
with once the war is over. Whether it is called Post:war Reconstruction or· 
not1 such an examination of development policy will in any case have to tak& 
place over the whole field in respect both of Central ·and Provincial subject& .. 
The arguments for doing this before .the war is over, and in a co-ordinated 
manner, are of course overwhelming. . 

Apart from the administrative aspect . there is no doubt of the politicar 
demand from all classes of society that such an examination should take place. 
The Government of India would be failing in its duty if it ignored this demand· 
and did not make every pos!Jible preparation for an enlightened post-war· 
development policy based on the clearly expressed demand of the people of 
India. · · · 

Some problems emerging directly from the war. The economic system of 
the whole world is now working at top speed and various factors which are, 
generally non-!:Jxistent in peacetime are in operation. The end of the war musf 
therefore mean considerable dislocation. In the first fustance, there will be· 
a check to recruiting and some demobilieation. Secondly, there will be a 
check to ·the flow of war orders and probably the cancellation of contracts with 
consequential decline in the volume of production in war industries which now 
cover an extremely wide range and. involve large sections of the population. 
Thirdly, there will be considerable changes in the industrial structure which will 
affect the civil market as a whole, e.g.. changes in capacity now used for:
specialised war goods, change& in technique and specifications, disposal of 
stocks held by the market and the Government: Fourthly, in so far as pro
d~ction is reduced, some. measure, of unemployment and reduction of earningac 
Wlll manifest Uself in industries now engaged on war production. Similarly,. 
·the changes in the shipping position, the opening up of markets now closed, 
the effects of international relief measures and the changes in international. 
currency and price structures cannot but affect India as a whole. 

Problems arising out of the present war conditions. Apart from the .prob
lems arising directly out o£ the impac~ of the war, there will be others which· 
would be a legacy of the conditions prevailing during the w.ar itself. 'They;. 
will be d!scuesed at length in the following sections, but the most important 
of them may be mentioned here as illustrations. Prices in India are now· 
abnormally hlgh and it is clear ~hat they should come_down as soon as possible. 
But, these high prices have already created a series of new economic relation-
ships, e.g., a peaeant bringing land under cultivation which, in normal condi-
tions, would not have been cultivated at all; new contractual obligatiens form· 
ed. on the basis of present prices, etc. Any Bharp and sudden decline in them 
must inevitably· create a new set of problems which might prove jo be· 
extremely difficult of adjustment. One of the immediate post-war problems, . 
would . therefore be to consider how best to safeguard the interests of the· 
cultivator against a possible inrush of cereals into India without at the same· 
time unnecessarily sfibjecting the consumer to the present level of abnormal 

'prices. _ 
What applies to primary .commodities, applies in a different form to indus~ria.l' 

·products also. The war has stimulated many industries and has been respon
sible. for the creation of a large number of new ones. It is a matter of the-
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utmo,t in1portu.1H.:e to saf.:guurd some of these industries; but the manner in 
which this should be done requires a great deal of forethought and planning. 
Any protection, whether in ~he form of tariffs or otherwise, which may be afforded 
to such industries raises questions of national and perhaps international im
portance and must involve a careful examination of the wicle range of alter
twtives suitable for adoption. 

Similarly, the wear and tear of the war has been enormous; roads have 
not been properly repaired; locomotives and rolling stock have not been fully 
overhauled; industrial machinery ha.s not been replaced and public works and 
repairs have either been suspended or delayed. This applies not only to India 
but to the whole world. ·The reparation of the damage done to the physical 
apparatus of production in India would therefore be another important task 
to be performed during the early po9t-war period. For this India will require 
enormous quantities of materials, heavy plant and machinery as soon as the 
war is over. Its procurement, on the other hand, will present some difficulty. 
All the countries of the world will be competing for the limited quantities of 
capital goods which can be produced, and it cannot be assumed too easily that 
there will be available all the machinery Indi~ would require for her replace
ment and development purposes. It is therefore essential to draw up an order 
Df priorities according to the preference we would like to give to any specified 
project of replacement or development and this presupposes some kind 0f, 
Drderly planning during the war itself. 

Long-term Problema of Post-war Reconstruction. By far the most im
portant problems of post-war reconstruction will, however, be those which are 
only di!Jtantly or indirectly connected with the war. As has already been ex
plained*, the war has given an impetus to a world movement directed towards 
the improvement of the conditions of living of all nations. It is the declared 
polir.y of the United Nations to strive for a world which "will afford assurance 
that all the men in all the lands mav live out their lives ii1 freedom from fear 
and want". The post-war period ~ill, we may hope, be characterised by a 
.desire on the part of all nations to help each other and by policiee which would 
bring about the largest measure of international collaboration for the happi
ne~.; 1111d "·ell-being of humanity as a whole. 

• 
It is against this background that India will have to review her pre-war 

policies, e~timate the progress made during the last few decades and, in the· 
light of such review, adopt broad lines of policy aimed at concerted develop· 
ment in all the spheres of economic and social activity. The war has created 
eonditions peculiarly favourable for such development. In the first instance, 
the volume of economic activity and employment is probably greater today 
than it has ever been before. Secondly, in spite of the hardships caused by 
rising prices, India's financial position is in some respects strongr.r than ever 
before. Whereas the country has large quantities ot foreign exchange in the 
form of sterling assets, it has within its own borders the rupee finance neces
sary for schemes of expansion and development. Thirdly, many big industries 
have expanded on a very large scale. It should be possible to consolidate 
the wartime expansion by the adoption of new techniques, so that it could form 
a healthy nucleus of the future eco}lomic growth of the country. Similarly, 
the high prices of agricultural products have greatly increased the money income 
of the cultivator. This mav result in the reduction of the chronic indebtedness 
of the agriculturist. Fourthl.v, an effective machinery o£ governmental controls 
has been evol\'t>d during the last four years which is capable of being used for 
the permanent good of the country. It is recognised on all hands and in all 
<'ountries that a large measure of governmental control in the economic sphere 
will be es>:entiRI in the early post-war p~>riod if the dislorations ond hardships 
causaJ by the lnst war are to be avoided. It is now for us to consider how these 

•section I 
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controls could be modified to suit ~he changing conditions of the post-war 
period, how they could be utilised towards raising the general standard· of living 
and how they could be converted into an effective instrument of state activity· 
in the various spheres of life during the post-war period. ' 

The Financial Aspects of Reconstruction. Reconstruction planning thus. 
·covers all problems which, -so far as can be foreseen, will arise for solution 
at the end of the war. There is no apparent limit to the number of theee·· 
problems and they will vary enormously inter Be as regards their urgency and 
importance, their intrinsic value to the community and their financial signi· 
ficance. Some will arise as the immediate and inevitable consequence of the· 
termination of hostilities and others mainly as schemes of post-war develop
ment designed to improve .the conditions -of living and to raise the standard 
of life. There will be others of an intermediate character like the recondi· 
tioning and expansion of industries inclusive of public utilities. Again, some· 
will be mainly of central interest and respon&ibility, others will fall within the· 
purview of Provincial and Local Governments, while yet others will primarily 

. be a matter for private enterprise. Certain types of schemes will involve
'heavy expenditure, either non-recurring or recurring or both, while others. 
will require very much less. Specific funds are already in existence from 
which the costs of certain schemes can be met, in whole or in part, while 
others must from their nature be a charge in full on public revenues or loans. 

·.either Provincial, Central or both. Then again some schemes will be either
fully or partially remunerative within a limited period, while others will prO·· 
duce no direct return, although from a long range point of view they may 
ultimately increase the general economic strength of the country by (for 
example) securing an improvement in the general level of education, or of 
public health, or of agricultural practice. 

With so great a diversity in the character, scope and financial features of 
th~ ~roblems of reconstruction it is scarcely feasible to formulate general 
prmC!ples of reconstruction finance of anything like universal ~pplicability. 
Moreove~, the. post-war financial and borrowing capacity of the Centre as of 
the Provmces will depend on a number of factors which are at present entirely 
unpredictable and, if only for that reason, no Government can at this stage 
under~ake in advance heavy and indefinite financial commitments for the 
future. .. 

But the fact that the financial position of all Governments must remain 
indeterminate for some time after the war is in itself an important reason why 
the financial and other implications of every scheme should. be assessed as 
carefully as possible. It would be beyond the capacity of the wealthiest Gov

. ernment .to undertake simultaneously all the schemes proi>osed and recons-
truction planning must therefore largely be a matter of choice between "un~ 
limited wapts and limited resources". 
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\Vbat applies to !Ocial services applies with equal force to the choice 

between the extent of de'\'elopment to be aimed at as between the differen~ 
Hubjects involved in post-war development. An all-India plnn can only be 
basPd on a ~ selection of certain approved scheme!> of a practical nnture.fo/. 
whir:h have been the subject of 1~ and energetic preparation before-~J'......t 
hand and which fit together into a general scheme of all-round development. b 

It is essential that !'uc:h schemes should he- prepared now and their financial 
and other implications scrutinil'ed as carefully as possible. This would enable 
the country to prepare well-pl:umed and well-thought out schemes of deve
lop":Jent, the more urgent of which could be put into operation with the leasl 
posstble dela.v as !WOn ns financial and other opportunities offer themselves 
after the termination of hostilities. It is certain that in the absence of such 
schemes, the di~locations enuRed in the early post-war period will prove to be 
too powerful to be remedied soon and would damage the prospects of a eo
-<>rdinated development of the countrv. 

The Departments of the Govern~ent of India have therefore been asked 
to address, where this has not been done already, Provincial and States Gov
·ermnents and obtain as soon as possible information regarding the lftrger re
construction schemes contemplated by these administrations in as full detail 
1111 possible, including estimated costs and receipts and proposed financing 
arrangements. 

It should however be realised that a considerable proportion of the finance 
required for reconstruction purposes will come from private sources. India 
now possesses a large amount of sterling balances which will furnish the foreign 
exchange required for the import of capital goods and machinery after the 
war. But, the utilisation of these balances is largely an internal problem, 
in view of the fact that India would have to find internally the means to buy 
from the Reserve Bank the foreign exchange required. Industrialists will 
therefore have to find the rupee credits to enable them to avail themselves of 
the foreign exchange in the form of ster1ing assets. The same applies to 
Provincial and Stnte Governments. It is the duty of the commercial nnd 
industrial classes to consider now the methods by which industry in future 
should be financed. The onl.v way by which this could be done is to build up 
reconstruction reserves during the war, so that they could be utilised for 
industrial expansion as soon as the war is over. This would have the addi
tional advantage of checking the present inflationary trends and preventing 
a sudden contraction of currencv after the war. i\J-anv of the Provinces have 
already been earmarking some ~f their cmrent budget surpluses for post-war 
development. · 

Machinery set up at the Centre to deal with the Problems of Reconstruc
tion, The Government of India are fullv alive to the problems which :ue 
likely to arise during the transitional peri~d from war to peace and the pos-si
bilities of genernl development during the post-war period. As eatl.y as June 
1041, Reconstruction Committees were formed at the Centre to deal with the 
various aRpects of Post-war Reconstruction and in March 1943 this machinery 
was overhauled and a Reconstruction Committee of the Executive Council 
with H. E. the Viceroy as President and the Hon'ble Sir J. P. Srivastava 
as DPputy President was set up together 11 ith a number of Official and Policy 
Committees corresponding to the previous ones. The establishment of the 
Committee of Council and the inter-departmental co-ordination effected under 
its auspices hRve resulted in the various Departments of the Government of 
India undertaking a large amount of preparatory work, including especially 
the collt>ction of dnta so essential for any co-ordinnted planning. :Most of the 
Provineial and State Governments have also constituted Reconstruction Com
mittees nnd are engaged on a preliminary examination of the problems con
cerning their respective spheres of activity. The Central Government is in 
close touch with reconstruction plnnning in the Provinces and States, parti
cularly in respect of schemes which are npplicable to the country as a whole 
or which affect more than one administrative unit. 
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': The problems of reconstruction naturally divide up under the following 

main heads:-

(i) Re-settlement and Re-employment. 
(ii) Disposals, Contracts and Government Purchasee. 
(iii) .Public Works and Communications. 
(iv) Trade and Industry. 
(v) Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. 

(vi) Social Services _including Education, Public Health, Labour Welfare,. 

etc. 

A Policy Committee on each of the subjects (i), (ii), (~v) and (v) ~hove has 
been formed. It is considered that the problem& relatmg to Public Wo~ks. 
and Communications are so wide that they can only be adequately dealt with 
by three separate Policy Com~ittee~ whic~ have also been -forll!ed. One of 
them will deal with Transport mcludmg Railways, Ports, Inland Water Trans
port Roads and Road Transport. The second will deal with Posts! Telegrap~s, 
Telephones and Air Communications including Metereolo~, .while ·~~e third 
will concern itself with Electric Power, Water Supply, Irr1gatio?-, lV.[lrung a!ld 
Miscellaneous Public Works. It will be the duty of.these Comm1ttees to advise 
the Government on any schemes which may be placed before them and to· 
suggest ways and means of giving effect to them. 

The Policy Committees will be presided over by the B:on 'bl~ 'Members 
concerned with the subject in quelrtion and '!Ire composed of offietal represe.n-. 
tatives of the Central, Provincial and State Governments and non-offietal 
representatives of trade; industry, labour and other organisations, as well as 
members of the general public with expert knowledge or experience. Corres
ponding to each of these Policy Committees, ~here is an Official Committee 
on Secretary level presided over by the Secretaries of the Departments of.._the 
.Government of India who are primarily concerned with .the subject in quest~on. 
The function of these committees is to prepare data, to co-ordinate the work 
and to carry out a preliminary examination of proposals. They .will also pre
pare detailed schemes for approval by the Reconstruction Committee of ·• 
Council, and, translate into executive action the decisions of the latter. 

The Government 'of India realise that factor& which incre.ase national welfare 
and improve the standard of living must take a prominent place in any con

, structive planning of the post-war future. An Official Committee has been 
· constit~ted to .co-ordinate the activities of the various Departments in respect 
of Sooml Services and to ensure that the whole field is adequately covered. 
The impo~tance o_f as~ociating women's representatives with the planning for 
better Socral ServiCes lS fully appreciated and it has been decided to constitute 
a Women's Committee on Social Services.* 

In addition to the above Committees, there is a Consultative Committee 
o~ Economists presided over by the Hon'ble the Commerce Member and, in 
h1s absence! by the Economic Adviser, to ,deal with the economic aspects of 
ReconstructiOn. ·· 

There is al~o a General Policy Committee to advise. Gorernment on major 
matters of pohcy and also. on ma!ters whic~ do not fall w~thin the purview 
of ?ne or other o~ the vanous Policy Committees. The maJor questions, of 
policy _are no:v bemg .sorted out for orderly dis~ussion and the General Policy. 
Comm1ttee. will h~ve m due course an opportumty of expressing an opinion on 
reconstructwn policy as a whole. The General Policy Committee ms;y al!!O 

*See. Section IX .which deals with t.he various Committees collllisting both of officials and 
non.offic!als to e:x:anune the problems of public hee.J.th, education, labour w~are, etc. 
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advise Government as to the relative importance of the recommendations of 
the various Policy Committees. Each Policy Committee will naturally rate its 
recommendations as of the highest importance and will claim for them the 
highest priority. !\either the finance nor the administration necessary for all 
such recommendations can possibly be available for a simultaneous advance on 
the scale recommended by each of these Committees. The pace will have to be 
-regulated and the General Policy Committee may advise Government on ques· 
tions of priocity. 

There is strictlv speaking no rigid distinction between the short-term and 
the long-term problems of reconstructio~, since t?e f?rmer a~e closely related 
-to the latter. The idea of reconstructiOn plannmg IS that 1t should not be 
T1iecemeal and that every scheme adopted should offer the best solution possible 
both to the short-term and the long-term problems and should fit in with the 
general scheme of all-round development. The various Official and Policy 
Committees are therefore intended to deal with one main group of allied sub
jects and it is for these Committees to decide which problems relating to their 
·own subjects are more urgent and pressing and to make recommendations 
accordingly. The general order of priority in which the various schemes should 
be undertaken will be a matter for the Reconstruction Committee of Council 
to decide; and it will be for this Committee to co-ordinate the activities of the 
'Official and Policy Committees and to lay down general policies in respect of 
all the problems relating to reconstruction. 

Development Officers. The Central Government have also considered the 
appointment of an Industrial Commission, which could in theory prepare · 
•complete plans for industry, but feel that, in present conditions, it would be 
v~ry -difficult to appoint a Commission of the required authority and to find 
ihe staff for it, and that even if these difficulties could be overcome, the final 
-repor~ coul~ not be expected f.or a period of eighteen months or two years. This 
-question will be further consrdered but for the moment some simpler method 
must be found. They have aceordingly decided to appoint Development Officers 
responsible to the appropriate Department of the Central Government for the 
prepar~tion of an all-India plan as a basis for discussion by the appropriate 
Domm1ttee concerned. Each Development Officer will be given formal terms 
:t~ference telling him what he is expected to do, and will. be 'required to work 

(a) a panel of experts nominated by the Central Government; and 

_ (b). Provincial representatives competent to advise him of the wishes and 
mtent10ns of the Province<!, and to inform him of the nature and approximate 
cost of the various Provincial projects. 

He will be required to tour freely and to spend some time in each Province. 
The all-India plan under any one head would consist of tables exhibiting the 
projects proposeq, distinguishing where necessary between Central and Provin
cial Projects, with a brief description of each project, an approximate estimate 
of its cost, a statement of the manner in which it is proposed to finance it, and 
a brief covering report. Each Development Oftlcer would be personally respon-

. sible to his Department for hi& own work, but his report would state 
clearly what assistance he has received and from whom. The plan 
will be submitted through the Department concerned to the appropriate Policy 

·Committee at the Centre on which Provincial Governments are represented. 
Provincial Governments will understand that the object in view is to produce 

·quickly material suitable for consideration by the Policy Committees and by 
the Central Government, and that in so far as Provinces do not want Central 
8ssistance in any form for matters entirely within their own jurisdiction, the 
inclu~ion of their projects in the all-India plans will not imply interference by 
the Centro! Government except to the extent to which the m;e of scarce re· 

:sources requires priority to be allotted. 
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The anangements proposed are summarised in the f<;1llowing statement:-

Central Dept. responsi. 
Remarks. Subject. Policy Committee ble for a~ointment 

responsible. and work Develop. 
ment Officer. -

Electrical development. 3 (C) Public W ork:s & 
Electric Power. 

Labour Dept. 

Industries 4:-Trade and Industry. ·Industries & C.S. Dept. 
Irrigation 3 (C) public Works & Labour Dept. 

Electric Power, 
Roads & Road Transport 3 (A) Transport War '!)>t. and Posts 

and Air Depts. 
.Agriculture 5-Agrioulture , E., H. & L. Dept. 

include:-
To 

(i) Agriculture. 
(ii) A.nimal husbandry. 
(iii) co.operation. 

It is apprecia~ed that the Development Officers cannot make much progress. 
without some indication as to the general policy of the Government of India. 
On the basis of all the preparatory work which has now been done, it is intend
ed that a policy directive should be drawn up stating the major points on which 
the Government of India thinks that detailed planning should proceed. Such 
directive will naturally be the subject of discussion in the appropriate Policy 
Committees and would be given to the Development Officers as a basis for 
further discussion with -the Provincial and ·State Governments. In order to. 
br_.ing all these different· directives into a co-ordinated whole, it will be .-Jeces
sary to produce at any rate a preliminary directive covering the whole field 
and indicating the emphasis which should be placed on the different items of 
development. Such a draft is under preparation and will be placed before th& 
General Policy Committee in due course. . 
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SECTION W-Re·Settl81Ilent and Re-Employment of Ex-Service and other 

Personnel. 
Industrial LabOur and Technical Personnel. The \Yal' has cr~ated employ

ment. in all directions and apart from the large number of enlisted men, there· 
are many others emplo:n;,d in Ordnance factories and factories engaged 011 the· 
pr()(lucti~n of war materia)g and also on military works. The present volume· 
of employment is probably the highest ever attained in India and it is obvious 
thnt the cessation of hostilities, if it does not reduce the present volume of ~ 
employment, will, at any rate, necessitate a shift. of personnel from one group· 
of occupations to another. The main object of the demobilisatio11 policy should 
be to avoid anv unnecesf.lflrv dislocation in labour conditions and this cannot 
be achie,·ed un.less: · 

(i) we have a proper statistical service relating to the increase in the· 
volllme of employment in industries primarily affected b~- war demands, e.g., 
Ordnanee and Clothing factories, Engineering, Textile and other industries;-

(ii) on the ba>;is of the approximate numbers available, plans are mntle for· 
technic-al ex-sen·ice per~X>nnel and intlustrial labour which (a) can be absorbed 
easily in peacetime occupations without extensiYe retraining and (b) would re
quire a new kind of training for civil occupations; and 

(iii) the existing facilities for training at1d recruitment of labour are utilised 
for their re-direction from wartime to peacetime occupations. 

The Directorate of \Velfnre and Amenities have a card index s:vstem for each 
soldier which gi,·es informatio11 likely to be required ior the purpose of finding 
him suitable employment after the war. The card index shows, among other· 
thing~. the soldier's Army trade and the class and district to which he belongs. 
The Labour Department have similarly- introduced various statistical services 
which would enable them to estimate the magnitude of the problem and to 
prepare plans for finding alternative employment for industrial personnel now 
engaged in war production. It will be possible with the help of the figures now 
collected (and which will be mnintained up-to-date) to estimate: 

(i) the number of persons employed in factories under two broad gategories 
(a) Government and local Fund factories and (b) all other factories. These 
figures would also show significant increaseg i11 respect of each category by 
Provinces; 

(ii) the number of persons employed in the various sub-classes of the · 
factories in ( i) above; 

(iii) the number of workmen employed in factories, railways, mines and tea 
plantation9; and 

(iv) the number of war technicians trained under the Technical Training 
Scheme and supplied to the Army, and civil industry. 

The Int!u~trial Questionnaire* which has already been issued to all industries 
asks specitieally for information which would enable the Government to esti
mate the number of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled workers likely to be· 
rend~red 'surplus' to the present production requirements as a result of the 
res~ation of war orders. The information to be obtained from the Questionnaire, 
t_he ~<tatisti<.:al sen-ices of the Labour Department and the card index for en
h~tl'd per,;onnel will give in due course an accurate picture of the problem of 
~hifting labour now engaged in war production to peacetime occupations. 

. On the bnsis of this information and nlso on the basis of suitable assump- • 
t10ns reg:mling the pace and the period of demobilisation, it is expected that 
the novernment of India would be able to prepare plans which would aim at 
provit!ing ~uitnble employment for as •w1n~· of the 'surplug' industri<ll and 
h·chrncal personnel in India ns possible. It is however appreciated that the 
levt>l of post-war emplo_v111ent will depend on the capacity of the economic 
systl'm to absorb nll kinds of labour. 

See section VII, page 34 
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The' A:rmy authori~ies have made considerable progress in evolving a schem~ 

-(If Vocational Training of Indian troops in respect of industrial as well as agy;l
··eultural occupations during the post-:war period. There are some 300 trades m 
-the· Army in many of which vocational training can be provided and it is ex
. pected that during the period intervening between the cessa~ion of hostilities 
and actual demobilisation each soldier will have 'the opportunity of learning a 
new craft which would. make him a better worker in civil occupation or of 
improving his knowledge of the vocation he followed during or before the 
war. It has also been decided to continue the Technical Training Scheme 

_(under which nearly 50,000 workers were trained up to 31st JulY. 1943) for 18 
·months after the war with a view to enabling demobilised personnel to receive 
such further training as would fit them for. civil industry. The kind of training 
to be given will obviously be based on the probable requirements of industries 

· after the war. 
Technical and Urban Re-employment. Many men from· rural areas have 

·been trained as Army technicians ancLit is to be expected that a considerable 
percentage of them will seek post-war employment in the towns: Employment 
for these men and for Army personnel recruited from urban areas-probably 

· 30 per cent. of the Army-must be sought in the towns, or in technical occu
pations in rural areas._ Large scale development of post-war road transport 

· should absorb many of these men. Schemes for Co-operative workshops deve- • 
loped on a large-scale; Labour or Development Corps, a Corps of Commiseion
aires on the lines of that so successfully organised in Britain and a Public Health 

··Corps are being worked out by the Army ~uthorities and should provide much 
·.employment for technicians and non-technicians in town and country. 

The L!¥bour Department have also prepared an Employment Exchange 
·Scheme under which a number of Exchanges will be established in the larger 
·towns and some of them have begun to function already. Each Exchange will 
·provide a place_ where information is collected and furnished to the public 
·respecting employers who desire to -engage technical personnel and such per-
sonnel who seek engagement or employment. Information obtained from per
·sons seeking employment will be recorded and employers will be encouraged to 
• apply to the Exchanges for any personnel they may need. Provincial Govern
. me~te will be initi~lly given some latitude in the organisation of Exchanges 
· subJect to the outhnes of the general scheme. Experts would visit the Ex
. changes from time t? time and watch the operation of 'the scheme for a period 
"0~ on_e year after which the question of co-ordination and the best form of orga-
msatJOn would be taken up in the light of the experience gained. 

Re-employment of ex-personnel in Government_ Services. The Government 
· of. India are also examining the problems involved tn regard to the re-employ
. ment of ex-service personnel in Government services with reference to the 
varioue undertakings given from time to time by the Centr,e and the Provinces; 
In particular, the procedure to be adopted in selecting candidates eo as to 

·ensure a fair chance to those serving overseas as well as in India. is receiving 
=attention. · 

Re-settlement on land. An accurate estimate of the proportion of service 
personnel belonging to rural areas is. l:ieing obtained from the Adjutanti
Gen~~al's Branch. It is however already known that the great majority of de
-~obJlised personnel will coneist of people with an a~cultural background-i.e. 
::VIllagers rather than townsmen. A certain proportion of them actually own 
land and a much larger number are tenants agricultural labourers or are occu-

·pied as village artisans. • ' 
The area of land which is cultivable or which could be made cultivable 

·-without heavy expenditure and which is available. for allotment to ex-service 
men is small. There are of course large tracts in certain Provinces which might 

"bP. brought under the plough by extensive echemes of forest clearance anti
·malarial operations and irrigation and drainage. In some of these the difficul
-ties. and consequently the cost, are likely to be prohibitive; but in othef cases, 
·no!ably in South India, and possibly in Central India also, it might be possible 
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to reclaim falrlv extensh·e areas. The Provincial Governments are making 
'€\'erv effort to" ascertain accurately their potential land resources and where 
the.v' exist to prepare definite schemes for polonisation. The Governments of 
Stn.tes where possibilities exist are also co-operating. It is not hoJa~ver ex
pecttd that it will be found possible to find land foy any considerable proportion 
.(){ drmobili~ed service men. 

utilisation of the Military Reconstruction Fund for the permanent benefit 
cOf the enlisted classes. The :Militarv Reconstruction Fund which is financed 
by per capita contributions by Goveri1ment is intended to be used for the per
manent benefit of enlisted classes. It now amounts to about Rs. 5 crores and 
may exceed twice this amount if demobilisation does not actually begin for 
another two years. All Provinces have 'been addressed explaining the existence 
and object of the Fund and have been asked to submit schemes for approval. 
The primary condition attached to the use of the Fund is that the money must 
he spr·nt for the permanent benefit of the enlisted clasAee. Moreover, it is 
t>Ssential that large sums of money should not be frittered away in a multipli
.cit~· of small schemes which would have no inherent element of permanancy 
Jlnd which might leave little or no mark behind them. 

It nppears from the investigations already carried out that there are two 
subject~ upon which it should ~e. possible to spend this money with advantage 
:md wl.uch .would. meet the c?nditi?ns attach.ed to the use of the Fund, namely, 
:r1uefltiOn m vanous forms mcludmg techmcal and female education, and the 
1111~roYrment of agriculture. All Provincial Governments are actively consi
Jermg the best method of utilising their share of the Fund havina regard to 
:the conditions of their Province. "' 
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SECTION IV-Disposals, Contracts and Government PUrchases. 

The nature of the Problem. The ultimate object of war economy is tO> 
direct the available resources of the country to the production of such goods 
and s~;,.,ices as are essential to the successful prosecution of the war. The. 
whole 'l€conomy of a country: endeavouring to achieve this result is of necessjty 
more or less fundamentally changed. A peace economy is based on the success-' 
ful anticipation of the future wants of the population and the criterion of 
success is the gain by the producers of such returns (profits) as would enable· 
them to repeat the process on a gradually expanding scale. Under norma1 
peacetime conditions this result is achieved by the producers with the minimum 
oi interference from the State, and, economic activity is mainly determined by 
the ,forces of unchecked demand and ·supply. During the war, on the other 
hand, such foresight regarding future wants by the producers ceases to be the 
major instrument of success; and demand is determined very largely by the 
Government and' made known through its various Purchasing and Contracting 
Departments before the productive process begins. The Government thug· 
becomes by far the largest single purchaser and stockholder '!f many of the 
raw materials and finished products required not only· for the direct purpose· 

. of waging the war but also for distribution to the population. The controlled 

. exigencies of war and reasons of safety further necessitate the piling up of larg~t 
~tocks which in some cases may exceed the normal national consumption over 
a number of years. 

This applies to all the oelligerent countries of the world and the existence
.;,f exchange and other controls and the difficulties of transportation also result 
in the accumulation of certain surpluses in non-belligerent countries.* 

The world economy. after war will therefore be faced by two opposite forces~ 
namely, the accumulatwn of large government-owned stocks of certain commo·· 
dities essential for the conduct of the war and an acute shortage of certain· 
essential plant and machinery and articles of common need. -

The main object o£ the Disposals Policy will be to promote the utilisation 
of the surplus commodities in a manner which would make up as far as possible
for the more serious shortages in the civil market. The problem will 

+-' undoubtedly be partly national, but it will also be an international problem which, 
,4....IL~Lcan be solved only through the closest of interll&l- co-operation during the 

t'arly post-war period. The fundamental principle of the Disposals Policy in. 
the U. K. was announced bY, the President of the Board of Trade in the 1House· 
of Commons in February 1943 in the following terms:-

"I suggest that this time we must neither drive nor oe driven by short
sighted interests into getting rid as quickly as possible by sales at any price· 
to whoever will come forward to bid for these large stocks, which will be greater· 
tpan last time, which will have been accumulated of goods· desirable and neces
sary for post-war purposes. We must, on this occasion, have an orderly dis-· 
posal which will have regard on the one hand to the interests of consumers .. 
We must not allow profiteering at the expense of consumers,, particularly in 
consumers' goods. On the other hand, regard must be had to the interests of 
producers in the proper time of these disposals in regard to stocks and current 
production." · 

This policy will also be generally followed in India and implies a continuance· 
of control of imports having regard to current production, stocks and surpluses. 
for disposal. . 

Machinery to deal with Disposals. Surpluses for disposal, other than actual' 
(lrmaments which for obvious reasons will require special treatment, will fall· 
broadly into the following classes-land and buildings, plant and machinery, 
motor transport, innumerable items of general stores,, and the produce of 
I'eclaimed salvage. There are obvious difficulties in making even the roughest 
estimate of the extent of the problem at this stage in terms of either types 

*For example, large stocks of wheat reported to have accumulated in tbe major export. 
ing countries. 
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or quantities likely to be thrown up, or of the stages at which they can be 
released by the Departments concerned. Such an estimate will be possible 
only in th6' light of t.he nature and extent of the post-war organisation for 
defence on the one hand, and on the other o£ the plan approved for post-wat' 
development in all its aspects. None the less it is evident that a vast problen~ 
will exist and a broad appreciation of the issue::; involved and of the organisation,. 
which will ultimat£?ly be necessary for dealing with them, must be made now. 

In peace time "disposals" is confined almost entirely to the dispo~al: o£ 
military salvage for which purpose a cell is attached to the normal military 
rmchasing organisation (the Contracts Directorate) which for the duration of 
the \\' ar has been amalgamated with the civil purchasing organisation (the 
Indian Stores Department) and placed under the control of the Supply Depart
ment. During the first years of War such disposals cells continued to ·'be 
attached to each of the Chief Controllers of Purchase under th~ Supply Depa& 
ment. The first "disrosals '' problem which arose during war-time \I t<s that of 
the haudliug the grea!ly increased volume o£ military salvage which has beeli 
thrown up as a result of active operations in the eastern theatres of war. Thi~ 
combined with the necessity for examining the problems which will arise iil
conneetion ~\'ith the disposal of surpluses, the organisation necessary and thtl 
methods of such disposal, has necessitated the formation of a separate ·Diree~ 
tomte General under the Supply Department. It is contemplated that the 
machinery for disposals will b~ basically the Supply Department organizatioh 
operating in reverse. The experience gained by the officers of the Department 
in de(lling with supply problems will be of great value in the approach to ·the 
conesponding problems of disposal, and as the general load gradually changes 
from supply to disposal, a corresponding switch of £unctions within that Depar~
went is <.:onsidered the best method of tackling the question initially .. Whatever 
t.berefore be the ultimate fate of the organization for supply and whether or 
not a separate Disposals Department is later found necessary, the nucleus of 
the future organisation must. 11t present be ~et up within the Supply Depart· 
ment. 

For the present the functions of the Director General (Disposab) are carried 
out by the Director General (Supply) in addition to his own duties. A Deputy 
Director General (Disposals) has been appointed to co-ordinate and examine 
the problems which will arise and the detailed organis-ation necessary for 
draling with them and for controlling generally the existing work of the Disposals 
Directorate. The latter is at present primarily concerned with the disposal of 
increasing quantities of salvflge and in addition some items of surplus store~ 
are already being reported. Regional organisations in charge of Deputy 
Directors have been set up in Calcutta and Bombay while in other areas the 
Directorate operates at present through the Controllers of Supplies. 

The War Department will be the greatest' holder of surplus stores and a 
'1·ction bas been set up in the 11. G.' O.'s Branch for receiving information 
ngarding surpluses from all Defe11ce Services and ensuring that sus;h are used 
tl) the best advant,lge to meet military requirements before reports are made 
t.o the Disposals Organisation mentioned in the previous paragraph. tn the 
(;ftl'e of land and buildings, a Committee with similar functions bas been set up 
in Q. :M. G.'s Branch. 

The Defence Department, which has been concerned throughout the War 
period with the co-ordination of policy and procedure connected with the requi
~;ition and acquisition of lands and buildings has also been made responsible for 
implementing post-war disposals policy in the case of such property. 

The Industries and Civil Supplies Department are keenly interested both in • 
the disposal of surplus store and in the utilization of surplus lands, buildillJ:lS 
n•1d plant and machinery. It is intended that this Department should be 
closelv associated with the day to day work of disposals and it is· contemplated 
that this should be secured through representation on a Disposals Board which 
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will take decisions on major disposal ques~ions aud gepe1·ally guide the work of 
·the Director General. · · · 

Industrial and commercial interests are actively interested in Governrpent~s 
l\isposal plans and it is only from such sources that Government's information 
l'cgarding current demands for various classes of goods can be completed. It 
is intended that they should- be associated with day to da'y disposals decisions 
thrt1ugh the medium of Advisory Committees for various important categories 
of goods. 

CONTRACTS. -
Government is at present the biggest purchaser of items of indigenous pro-

duction and has .. been responsible for an extensive cliange-over from peace 
time methods to a war basis of production of articles many 'of which have no 
peace time value. The manner of Government's withdrawal, as the War draws 
to a close, from these markets, will therefore be of the greatest importance 
t~ the p.ational ooouomy. Government's major long-term contracts includE.\ a 
break-clause which will have ~o be operated at Phe appropria~ time as reduc· 
Huns in demands are communicated to the Supply Department. The nature 
of the action under this clause will be a matter for individual decision in the 
light of such factors as Government's financial commitments in view of special 
ra.w 11.1aterials already suppliea and the extent of partly completed work, the 
speed at which a change-over to production for civil requirements can take 
place, and problems which may ar1se in connection with demobilization of labour. 
Meanwhile the Supply Department will undertake an examination of all such 
.contracts with a study of the special problems which will arise on their cancella
tion so that prompt decisions may be possible when the question of applying 
the break-clause actually arises. · 
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SECTION V-Transport and communications. 

Civll Aviation. In l\Iay 1926, the Indian Air Board submitted a memo
• ~mdum on the past history and future de,·elopment of Civil Aviation in India. 
The Board observell that India is a country admirably suited for the develop
!1Jent of aerial transport. l\Ieteorological conditions are excellent for manv 
rr.onths of the year and there is no reason to belieYe that the difficulties occ~
F:ioned by the monsoon, although serious. are insmmountable. The large com
merdal centres are situated at considl•rable dist::lnces from one another enabling 
!:'erial transport to accomplish valuable savings of time. Apart from the ques
tion of internal services, it has been recognised, Her since commereial aviation 
l,ecame a practical proposition, that India's geographical position marks her 
ont a~ an all-important link in any air route between Europe and the Far East. 

Afttr examining the past history, the Board made a number of recommenda
tions, of whieh the most important were:-

(I) All landing grounds in India and their necessarv equipment should be 
the propert,v of the Government of India whQ shoula' be responsible for the 
prorision of wireless and meteorological facilities. 

(2) The Government of India should claim in future to be consulted at all 
stages on the terms of any contract for an externnl air sen·ice touching India 
end to participate as a principal in any such contract. · 

(8) As far as internal air services are concerned, GoYernment should accept 
the principle of subsillising such services in the earlier yenrs. 

The Government of Inclia accepted these recommendations. 'Vhile unable 
to subsidise air transport directly, their general policy has been to secure the 
operation of internal air services by Indian companies under Indian manage
ment. and to afford to Indians opportunities for training and employment in 
aviation. In the views of the Government of India, internal air services are 
the sole concern of India. Their policy has also been to ensure reasonable 
participation by India in external air services touching this country. In pur
suance of this policy and within the limitations imposed by the financial condi
tion of the conntrv, the Government of India secured participation on the 
Empire Air Mail 'services operating to and across India and awarded Air 
l\Iail contracts to two companies for the distribution of the l\Iail in India. 

PoRt-war Civil Aviation Planning proceeds on the basis of this policy. The 
first p:irt of the plan is the establishment of a system o£ internal air services, 
necessarv in modern conditions for the proper development of India as a whole 
socially," commercially and industrially. Such a system should link the prin
cipal commercial and administrative centres of the country, serve as distributors 
fo!' the workeil. air services and, by reciprocal arrangement,, link the neighbour 
countries of India nAmelv, Bur~a, Ceylon and Afghanistan. Other services 
to ~erve local needs £>tim~lated bv local or private initiative, may be success
full~· opernted and ~ay in time be~ome of national imJ?ortance, but in the initi~l 
period of <leveloprnent, in the m!'ljor planR of the country they .occup~ a subordi
nnte position. Having regard to these considerations th.e mr servwes of the 
post-wnr 1wriod in nncl around Inclia fall into the f~llowmg .plans::-

A. Air SM!'ice.~ eRsrntial for the sorial, commerc1al and tnd1tstrwl develop-
ment of India. 

I. lnfernatinnal (BritiRh Commonwealth and Foreign) Air Servires. 

(:1) E111'0J11' and Afrira via Karadti-Calcutta to AuRtralia and Cl1ina. (Such 
~rrrires mnv e':enttmllv be opernted non-stop between Karachi nnd Calcutta.) 

(h) E11rnpr n11d Afrira via Kararhi-Bombay-Colnmbo to the East. Flying 
Do:1t Tioute 

(Tl1i~ i~ clt>prnrlrnt on developmrnt in fl:ving honts which rna~- or ma:v not 
romr> nhout.) 

TT. lnninn Trunl\ Air ServiceR (including es,ql'ntial connerrion,q 1cifl, 11ci;th
I"'Hrinq rnunfriP8). 

Ro;1fe 1.-K nrorhi-Romhny-Bnngalorr-rn7nmbo. 
Tioutc 2 .-rn lruffrr-Aila lw /1nd -Ca u·n pore-Delhi-Lahorr- Peslwu·ar- J( a bul. 
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Route 3.-Delhi-Nagpur-Hydembad-Madras. 

· Route 4.-Calcutta-Cuttack-V izagapatam-M adras-Colombo. 
Route 5.-Bombay-Nagpur-Calcutta. 
Route 6.-Karachi-J odhpur-Delhi. 
Route 7.-Bombay-Ahmedabad-Delhi. 
Route 8.-Calcutta-Akyab-Yenangyaung- Rangoon . 

. III. Essential links between Trunk Air Services. 
Route 9.-Karach'i-Quetta-Lahore. 
Route 10.-Calcutta-Dacca-Sylhet-Tezpur-Dinjan. 
Route 11.-Madras-B,angalore-Cochin. 
B. Local Air Se1·vioes. 
The following are a few examples of many such possible services:
(u) Ahmedabad (or Bombay)-Kathiawar States. 
(b) Hydel'abad-Bombay. 
(c) H yderabad-Bangalore. 
(d) Lahore-Srinagar. 
The degree of initiative which India must take in the establishment of 

iuternational services (British Commonwealth and Foreign) will depend on the 
degree of co-operation which is brought about in the sphere of world air trans
port. This is the subject of international discussions. Whatever may be the 
pecise form of the post-war agreement on the subject, there are clear indi
cations that it wHI embody (on a reciprocal basis) some greater measure of 
freedom of the air than that prevailing before the war, coupled with the control 
and regulation of international air transport services by a world co-ordinating 
f•uthority. The central geographical position which India enjoys will afford 
her considerable opportunities of attracting world air traffic within her borders, 
but no· specific steps can lie taken in that direction at present. 

· In the field of internal air services, plans have been worked out in con
siderable detail. They are based on the operation of mixed transport services 
(passengers, £J:eig.h_t- and mails) with modern passenger transport aircraft, giving 
the speed, rehab1hty and comfort necessary for the establishment of air trans
port. Daily air services on all the main routes scheduled will provide connec· 
tions enabling the traveller to reach almost any point in India within the day. 
The progressive development of night flying wi)l improve that position still 
further. Experience of air transport shows that it cannot be established on a 
paying basis immediately. If it is decided to roster its development therefore 
the State must either accept losses on State operation or give financial assist
ance for a period of years to commercial operators. A careful examination has 
therefore been made of various possible methods of Government assistance . in 
the earlier years, and the results will be placed before the Policy Committee. 
Legislation has been introduced in the current session of the Legislative Assem
bly to control the establishment and operation of air transport by means of a 
liC'ensing system. 

To enable the internal air transport system to operate and to meet the stepped 
up technical requirements of the mqderri aircraft, both on the international ana 
internal air route, a large programme of ground organisation development is 
necessary. Such a programme covering larger aerodromes, run:ways, hangars, 
workshops, traffic and control buildings and re-organised aeronautical radio 
and meteorological services is well advanced in plan. . Air Force' development 
of aerodromes for war purposes goes a long way to meet one of the many require
ments. 

Among other developments expected t{) take place after the war is the 
establishment of a school for the training of air crews and all categories of tech
nic:al personnel required for the manning of the Government aerodrome and 
radio services and the workshops of the aircraft operators. 

Railways. In any scheme of future development, railways must play a 
large part; whatever the prospects of road development railways will have to . 
-=nove the long distance and heavy traffic of the country. The war has created 
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m~:nt of the rolling stock and other equipment which has suffered excessive 
wear and tear Jue to war conditions. Apart fr<lm rehabilitation the establish-

. ment of a postwar locomotiv-e industry, electrification of some of the railways, 
H~Yi~ion of rate schedules, utilisation of surplus army stores and equipment, 
l'pecial fat:iliti~:s for cold storage and absorption of the demobilised army per
t-onne! in railway services will also have to be specially investigated . 

• -\ new ~!ember bus recently been appointed to the Huilway Board. He has 
IJ(:ell entrusted with the planning of post-war reconstruction on railways and 
will shortl.v have a special post-war reconstruction branch in charge of a senior 
ollicer. A great deal of preliminary investigation has already been done in 
rt!gard to the manufacture of locomotives and boilers in India. A tyre (wheel) 
und axle plant bns recently been installed and is expected to be in a position 
to meet pust-war requirements. The restoration of the branch lines di8mantletl 
to provide track material and equipment for war purposes is being co-ordinated 
with the road development now programmed. 

Considerable progress has also been made on planning under the follow
ing main heads 

( 1) Annual programme 
(:2) Annual programme 

wagons. 

for replacement of machinery in railway workshops. 
for replacement of locomotives and g!rneral service 

( 3) Absorption of the demobilised army p.ersonnel in railway services. 
In addition to the above, the following technical subjects ar~ under special 

investigation:-
(a) Construction of new lines in undeveloped areas . 
. (b) New designs of-

(i) third clas8 passenger coaches; } 
(ii) wagons; and to meet post-war requirements. 

(iii) locomotives. 
(c) Standardisation of types of locomotives to be built and of renewable parts 

of locomotives in use. 
(d) Extension of the activities of railways to other transport services-road, 

111r, etc. 

(e) Development of staff welfare oroanisations to improve the welfar~ and 
(!fficiency of railway employees. 

0 

(f) Rrgrouping of railways. 
(g) General lines of development o£ post-war goods, parcels and passenger 

traffic. 
Road Transport and Road Rail Relations. In 19-33, the Committee ot 

Independent Experts to the International Chamber of Commerce made the 
following ~ta_tement on the object of transport policy, which, it will be generally 
agreed remams true today:-

"1. Industry, trade and the general user require cheap, efficient and rapid 
transportation. adapted as closely as possible to their specific needs. 

2. The transformations that have taken place in the de facto monopoly of 
lnnd tmn~port, held until recent years by the railways, and the interrl.ependence 
of the vnriow; mean!~ of communications call for a comprehensive policy in each 
eotmtrv. 

3. The principal aims of such a policy 1>hould be to co-orrl.inate nil the means 
of transport in such a wn_y as to secure for each of them the traffic for which 
it is lwst ,;uited, and to avoid overlapping, the financial consequences of 
whic·h the community would ultimately have to bear. 

4. Public nction becomes necessarv in so far us the efficiency o£ the vnrious 
means of trnm<port is compromised ·by competition among themselves, parti
culnrly rood and rail competition . 

. '5. The function of the State is not to maintain the stahts quo or to favour 
nne means of transport at the expense of ~mother, but to create the requisite 
conditions for securing the mnximum efficiency of all menns of transport and 
tf' further their evolution in the interests of the general welfare of the commu
r.ity and of technical progress. 
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6. These aims ean only be attained by a series of measures, the nature andl 

scope of which will be influenced by the conditions existing 1n each country. 
The importance of a rationaliz~ transport policy has been thrown into relief 

by competition between mopor and railway transport. This problem is more- . 
or less the same in all civilized countries." 

Here, in India, the pace at which road transport became mechanised was. 
unexpected and the JY,[otor Vehicles Law contemplated and provided for no• 
regulation of competition with the result that in a very short time the internal 
conipetition in road transport for the carriage of passengers led to rate cutting,. 

·· which in turn diverted large numbers of passengers from the rail to the road. 
It was not until about 1931 that the full effect, on railway revenues, of the
financial depression became apparent, and the possible further losses of railway 
revenues to the roads assumed alarming proportions and threatened to jeopardise 
the position of large national assets in the shape of railways. The present Motor 
Vehicles Act of 1939 was the first substantial step forward in the direction of 
creating conditions of fair competition. But the general opinion is that it does 
not go far enough to deal with the complicated prolilem. In war conditions 
there is traffic for· every one and for this as well as other reasons, acute com
petition has ceased but with the now rapidly increasing deliveries of- new trans
port vehicles for civil use and the post-war releases of army trucks, India may 
have on the roads a very much larger number of transport vehicles than in 1939'. 
There will also be a very large number of demobilized soldiers who have been 
trained to drive and who will be needing employ~ent. The seeds of imme
diate trouble inherent in such a position is obvious and if the available vehicles' 
and man power cannot be diverted· into channels profitable to the community, 
then there will be a relapse into road-rail anarchy from which it may take very 
many years to recover. The futu:r:e of road tran.sport and road-rail relation~; 
l1ave accordingly been the subj-ects of special study liy an expert committee whO> 
have now submitted a most valuable report .. · 

The Committee while feeling that motor transport is not likely to be used: 
to any appreciable extent, in the near future, for marketing staple crops, consi
der that it should be encouraged to assist special forms of agriculture, such a& 
market gardening· and fruit growing. They have recommended that every effort
should be made to carry the benefit and service of motor transport into the 
heart of the countryside and to use it to a greater extent than hitherto for· 
administrative and development purposes; So far as goods traffic is concerned, 
tpe Committee are of the opinion that the transfer to the roads of short-haul 
goods traffic, in which motor transport can compete economically with railways, 
should be encouraged and that except where long distance goods traffic by road' 
is in the public interest, competition between road and rail should be prevented 
by a system of regulation, comliining expert judgment of tlie merits of each case 
on the basis of public and economic need with scientific zoning. In the case 
of passenger traffic however, they feel that healthy competition between road 
and rail is desirable and have suggested that the principle of maximum amal
gAmation of passenger service operators to form substantial concerns on main 
routes, and of controlled monopolies on light traffic routes, should be the basis 
of policy. Subject to salutary conditions, they have recommended that there
should be no restriction on the range ,or numbers of passenger motor transport 
and that minimum fares for both road and rail should be established by agree· 
ment. These recommendations are calculated to develop motor transport, 
particularly .in rural areas. The importance of railways developing closer co~ 
operation with road passenger transport and ultimately acquiring a commanding 
interest has been stressed. The Committee have also ~uggested a review of 
the position of branch line railways closed during the war as also of the ques
tion of the use of decked railway bridges and of the finance of combined road 
and rail bridges, from the point of view of public service. A scientific review of 
motor vehicles taxation has also been proposed. In order to facilitate a co
ordinated system of cheap and efficient transport, the Committee have recom
mf:\nded that there should be a Central Transport Budget for transport as a 
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whole, in which Provinces should share, for pooling of revenues and balancing: 
of capital expenditure on both road and rail. In conclusion, the Committee· 
!.:ave recommended that an Indian Road Board should be created to examine· 
in greater detail the complex problems involved, to prepare for the launching. 
of a road plan and to make an immediate beginning in the regulation and co-
o~dination of transport and the development of closer road-rail relations and 
l'ltimately to be responsible for ~he development of roads and road transport. 
& nc! to implement the policy of roadcrail co-ordination. 

The recommendations of the Committee are under consideration. 

Roads. The importanee of improved means of comnnmieations as a 
factor of eeonotnic and social progress cannot be exagger~ted. The true income· 
of the culttvator and henee his standard of living are largel.v dependent on tl;le 
tflieiency of cotumullieations a11d our picture of the future of rural India 
should be one in which motor tnm,;port would penetrate the remotest Yillages 
c.onnecting them with the main transport system. Thus the villager will have 
at his disp<Jsal modern means of transport, readier communication with the· 
outside worJJ, medical attention, educational facilities and other social ser-.. 
vicet~ to no less a degree than the town dweller. 

It is well-known that roads are a Provincial subject a:.1d the n•sponsibility. 
for th;;: bulk of the roads upon which rural welfare depends has been thrown.. 
on local bodies with bad results. 'Provincial' metalled roads have been deve-. 
loped largely as a skeleton of a system convenient. to the administration and 
thr more int1uential sections of the population. Rural roads, on the other 
hand, have been badly neglected. The tracks connecting the village with the. 
neurest public. road are not so much a thoroughfare as private lanes used or 
abuseJ by the people of the village. Their legal status, the width of the 
land and. EWell the ownership of the la11d, are in most cases imperfegtly 
det:ined. These tracks often follow the boundaries of tieicls rather than the, 
most direct route and the actual alignment may vary from time to time 
with fragmentation and conso1idation of holdings. In short there has been no 
sy~tet,:atic road planning of any hind in India as a whole and it is necessary. 
to have a comprehensive road plan for the whole country which would receive· 
the highest priority in uny reconstruction schemes to be undertaken. 

The Official. Committee concerned with the subject h~;; DOW wade a preli·· 
minary exaP1ination of the best method of approach to the preparation of a 
<.:umprehen:;ive plan of road development on an all-India bttsis. The suggestion 
(whieh is paturally subject to further examination in consu[tatiou with the· 
l'rovincial Governments) is that with the assistance of an organisation to be 
Ret up under the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India (Roads), 
Provi1winl Governments and Indian States should undertake the 1~reparation of 
n plan for post-war development on a nniform basis. For this purpose, it has 
Leen f>Hggested that roads be divided into four classes, that i3 to say: 

(a) Nativual Highways and Trails, 
(b) Provincial Highways, 
(e) Di~trict Hoads, 
(cl) Villnge Roads. 
'l'lw fir~t class, whi<;h will be the framework on whieh the whole road. 

s~·stl'm of the country depends, will consist of main highways running through 
the length and breadth of the countr.'·· connecting ports, foreign highways, 
capitals of Provinces and larger Indian States and inclndiaJ strategic roads. 
requirt:d ior the defence of the countrv. The seeond will compri~;e all other 
n.ain tnmk or arterial roads of a l'ro~ince or State, connecting up with the 
1\·.ttional Highways or highways of aujacent Provinces or States, district head
quart··rl' and important cities within the Province or ~tate. The third will 
illd\loc ro[1ds trawrsing eaeh distri(·t, serving areas of pro-luetion and markets 
and eonnc·ding these with each other or with bighwnys and raihv:~,vs. Village 
road~ will cunnect villages or groups of villages with r.r~ch other nnd to the· 
lll'at'est district road, main highway, railway or river ghm:;. 
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It woald appear that the :first chi"ss being inter-Provin.c:al &nd also travE-rs• 

;ing,many States should primarily be the concern of t.he Central Organiss.tion. 
'The development of the second (Provincial Highways) would have to be 
,planned at t.he headquarters of each Province; thus reducing the plan fOI.' the 
third class, namely district roads, to a district by district survey and schemes 

:in which a large measure of uniformity of presentation could be achieved. 
One of the first questions in connection with the planning of district roads 
would be how far the system would have to be extended to give greater acces

' sibiliby to and from large villages. The main. object of the plan would however 
be to bring every village with a population exceeding · about one thousand 
within, say, half a mile of a public road. 

As 'regards village roads, there are in some Provinces Union Boards, while 
in oth·~rs there is little, if any, organised maintenance, and here the plan 

·would vary with different circumstances: In some province'>, it may be bound 
:up with the consolidation of holdings. 

lf this classification is accepted, the Central Organi~ath:m will have to 
·play a prominent part in the planning of the National Highway S'ystem and 
-will suggest standard forms for the compilation of the materia] necessary for 
·the preparation of the district road plan, As regards t.he village roads, whEe 
the Provincial Department responsible for other roads will doubtless give 

·every a~sistance, it would probably be necessary in seve.:al Provinces to impose 
·thi,; responsibility upon a special officer. 

The E·xecution of the plan as a whole will require the collection and dis
tribution of all relevant available infort-pation and the advance planning of 

-the plant and machinery required. This aspect of the question and the 
·technical problems involved have recently been discussed at a Conference of 
·the Chief Engineers of the Provincial !l,nd State Governments at which the 
outline;.; of the plan were accepted and a number of far-reaching recommen-

·dations have been made. It has now been decided to appoint a Development 
•Officer on Roads and Road Transport who will tour the Provinces and work 
·out detailed schemes of expansion and it is hoped that a comprehensive road, 
·plan for the whole of India will be prepared before long. It will be accom· 
panied at each stage by an approximate estimate of the cost involved, so as 

<to furnish a complete picture of its :financial implications. 
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SECTION VI-Public Works and Electric Power. 

Public Works other than Roads. Apart from tile development of roads and 
railway~. thr other puulic works which would require immediate attention 
ulLcr the war will relate largely to irrigation, elet:tric power, town planning, 
slum cbuauee, etc. The importance of public works financed through public 
1md Uovcnuneut expenditure as an instrument of stabili.;;ing the volwne of 
t-mploytn~::nt and monetary conditions is now fuUy appr~eiated. During the 
po~t·war period,' a. large number of skilled and unskilled workmen will have 
to be .-hift~d from war industries to peace-time occupations aud the prcspects 
of hnding them suitable employment will he considerably improved by the 
institutiou of miuor as well as major public works. This will also have the 
advantage of waintainiug during the post-war period the existing high levl.ll 
of productiviLy in industries whose capacity has now been expanded to 111eet 
the increa~ing requirements of tlu;, defence services, such as the cement in
dustry, iron and steel industry, brick-making, coal mining, etc. Moreover, 
.as an anti-inflationary measure and for other causes inherent in war eondi
tions, no important public utility concerns or public works have heen undt:r
taken during the last four years either by the Provincial or the Central Gov
i't'lllJH:nb. As ~;oon as the war is over, it will ·be necessary to undertake some 
<>f the more urgent works which have been delayed and the large technical 
JHm;rJmlt'l aud building and other material rendered 'surplus' by the c~;ssation 
<Jf hostiiities would be an invaluable asset in any programme o£ develcpment 
that muy be launched. 

The tot:d area now irrigated in all India is estimated at about 60 111illion 
acre'! out of 1> total cultivated acreage of about 320 millions, that is, less than 
<Jrw-fifth of the total cultivated area is irrigated in spite of the precarious 
nature of the monsoon. Half of this area is irrigated by canals, public or 
priYate, and the other from small works financed throut;h private capital like 
wells, tanks, small streams, etc. There is still scope for further expan
'3ion and nn.v development of irrigational facilities will bP. reflected in corres
ponding ilnprovement in the total yield of the crops grovm. 

t)tute·owned irrigation works may be classified as productive or protective. 
A vrotective work is not expected to meet the full intere::r6 charge, but is 
designt:d to guard against crop failure in a district oth.:Jrwi:>e liable to famine. 
A productive work, on the other hand, is one yielding, or estimated at its 
incPption to yield, a return fixed by the Government concerned. The State
owned irrigation canals have on the whole done extremely well and the net 
annual returu on expenditure on productive as well as protective canals taken 
together has been estimated at well over 5 per cent. J)er annum in the years 
pre<.:edine· the outureak of war. One of the main ditfwulties in the past in 
ret<pert of all public works has however been the rigid financial test of 'pro
<luetiYity' which was applied to them and only in urgent necessity were 
'poteetive' works encouraged. Our ideas regarding "productivity" are now 
undergoing revolutionary changes and it is probable that the view \rhich will 
prevail in future will b~ that any work is 'produetive' which meets the 
admini~trative and maintenance chat·ges and which contributes directly towards 
the iwprovement of living conditions. 

It is thPrefore necessary to make a proper survey (;£ all the irrigation and 
otlll·r Jll.lulie works projects which it is desired to undertake soon after the 
war. t~omc of them lllny be financially indefensible, but thl::ir <:-xecution 
nJig!Jt J,eJp to promote national welfare on a large '3Cale in one fonn or the 
other. On the other hand, there may be some which would give a handsome 
return on the capital invested, while 'there ma:v be yet another group whivh is 
l'omcwhP.n• between the two. It will be impossible to del)irle which projects 
to ll:Hl~nnke as a reconstruction measure until the wh)ie picture d all the 
propo>.ecl f-TOJects is available and the financial and other implications of ear·h 
nre carefull:v scmtinised. 

The Gm·ernment of India have now considera,ble information on the Rub
ject of irrigation projects and a large number of these :~re actually roceiving 
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some kind of State-aid. liS a 'Grow Mor~ :Food' measure. 'fhe Labour Depart
ment l•rtve addressed all Provincial and State Governments to prepare a. 
di!tailed li1:1t of proposed irrigation projects and . to prepare estimates of the 
machinery required. These and other projects would then be considered" 
against the background of" general schemes and on their owr: merits to enable 
the Govemment of India to estimate the total requirements of capital goods 
required for the Pllrpose and to make policy decisions in c'lnsultation with 
the local Governments regarding the projects to be undertaken. 

Electric Power. It is generally agreed that the sol-ution of the Indian 
economic problem lies in the rapid industrialisation of the country and a 
.simultaneous improvement of agricultural conditions. Neii;her of these objec
tives can be attained without the provision of the cheap and abundant ~;up
pli·~s of motive power. History shows that the economic development of 
every industrial country in the world has followed the exploitation of its fuel 
or -power resources, and, it is well known that some ·of the earliest projects 
undertaken under the Russian Five Year Plan related to the development of 
hydro-electric power. 

India is rather unfortunate- in respect of her coal resources in 1he sense 
that th~y are localised in one or two Provinces. This involves lc.ng railway 
haulages with the consequenli increase of costs to be borne by industries usins 
coal or steam-generated electric power. It is significant in this connection 
that during pre-war years ne~\rly half of the goods traffic on railways was in 
coal. Furthermore, the difficulties of tt·ansporting coal from a railway station 
to the remoter parts of the country are so great that it&• use in small rural 
industries is economically almost prohibitive. Simila~·ly, India is particularly 
poor in mineral oil and there are at present no indications• of any large deposits. 
India will therefore have to depend on her water resources for much of the power 
which is essential for the development of the country and the creation of large 
blocks of hydro-electric power to be supplied cheaply and evenly all over the 
country will be one of the main objectives of reconstruction planning. At 
present, India is very poorly supplied with electric power,, the total energy 
generated being only of the order of lj50th of that generated in the United 
States and aboutJj9th of that of the United Kingdom. On the other hand, the 
potentialities of development are enormous. Technical investigations &how that 
less than a tenth of the definitely ascertained and practicable sources of hydro
electric power J1ave yet been exploited. 

The cessation of hostilti;_ies will make it possible to resume the expansion of 
the electric supply industry which has been sha'rply restricted during the war 
due to the inability to import heav,y plant ap.d machinery. Normal healthy 
expansion would be in the neighbourhood of 10 per cent. per annum, but since 
the domestic uses of electricitv in India have scarcely been touched we might 
rea~cnauly look to a normal e~pansion for many years to c:>me of about 12 per 
cent. per annum. Apart from this normal growth of existing utilities in supply-· 
ing the increased requirements of the larger urban areas, there is the important 
factor of "specially promoted loads". We should be able to look forward to 
this with some confidence if active stimuli are applied b~· ~overnment to the 
widespread development of electricity thr.oughout the country. It is as well to 
consider what are the prospects for the utilisation of the electricity on major 
schemes of development. These may be divided into three main groups 

(a) Industria'! expansion. 
(b) Rural electrification including lift irrigation and dewatering. · 
(c) Electro-chemical and metallurgical production and inorganic fertilizer. 
A. Main Industrial Loads. Of our existin15 industries the greatest scope fol" 

further demands on electric public utilities may be expected in Jute and Cotton 
textiles by electrification of mills followi'ng the scra_pping of their own irulh·i<lual 
motive power installations which are ·no\v mostly worn out and obsolete. In 
addition there will be the establishment of new textile mills to meet the 
increased demands for cloth which would follow from anv rise in the economic 
level of the rural population. The basic steel industry i's not likely to impose 
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much further demand on electric public utilities except for the proba'ble intro· 
duction of electric blast furnaces for pig iron production in South India where 
coal is expensive. There is, however, good reason to anticipate a considerable 
expansion of the trades ancillary to basic steel such as tube making, rolling 
mills, forging plants, sheet mills, etc. -The heavy engineering industry too may 
be expected to develop considerably in the light of the requirements for 
locomotive manufacture, ship buildin~, and the production of machinery rrene-
rally for fac:tory development, e.g., machine tools. " 

B. Rural Development. The introduction of electril' service on a reall.r 
broad scale in rural communities is likely to form a most important field for 
development. This development would ultimately have n profound beari.ng on 
the economics of village life and agricultural pl'osperit:v generallY, but it would 

. be unlikely to show any direct retum to the utility providing suc·h services at 
any rate for several years. The financing of rural electrification cannot be 
contemplated other than on an extremely limited scale b.v a~1y self-supporting 
electric public utilitv. The advantages to be gained while substantial, are to •'1. 

great extent intangible and will not be refieded in public utility revenues for 
mnn,v ,vears to come. That subventions to the electric public utilitv from 
ngricultnral development funds would be necessary, goes without saying.· rnle;;s 
ihe utility is placed in a position b.v "·hich it can offer exceptionall~· promotional 
frwilities in the first few ,vears, no appreciable results will be obtained in 
changing over from the present system of motive power nnd methods of working 
village industry and agriculture. The Electrical Commissioner 's· office is study
ing this problem and various proposals are under review. 

It is easy to over-estimate the potential demands of rural electrification. 
~evertheless, there are about 22,000 "large villages" (i.e., 2,000-5,000 popula
tion) in the whole of India and if it were possible to provide electric service to 
meet the present motive power requirements or all of them plus a small addition 
for lighting, we might contemplate an aggregate dem11nd for 440,000 K. W. 
()n the rather bold assumption that it might prove practicnble to provide such 
1iervice to half of the "large villages" we could look fonn\rd to a new demand 
from this source of about 220,000 K. W. which would require about 300.000 
K W. of installed generating capacity i.e., an increase o£ nbont 25 per cent. of 
the present all-India total. It should be noted that an~' really strong policy 
of assisted development for small vi11age industr.v might easHy treble these 
figure~. The provision of driving motors, starters and wiring on some form of 
<€xtended payment or loan is of course an essential corollary to anv scheme for 
village electrification. 

It is clear that an:v widespread development of "large village" electrifica
tion will go hand in hand with the expans~on of electricit~· for irrigation requir:e
ments. The field for electric power in irrigation is uncloubtedly substantial 
there are severa'l extensive tracts suited to tube-well development .. others are 
onl:v suited to pumping from open wells or tanks, while there are also extensive 
areas the agricultural development of which could be completely transformed by 
-electric dewatering. 

C. Electro-chemical and metallurgical production and inorganic fertilizer. It 
is considered that a: promising field for securing a base lond of secondar:v po:,·er 
1n large h.vdro-electric schemes ma.v be that of large sNde electro-chemiCal 
.ammonia plants situated in proximit:v to the main power station. The fact that 
suC'h industries can usuall.v function with fi supply of power for only 9 mo.nths 
in the year exerts a profound influence on the initial c~pital expend1tu;e 
1·equired in most hydro-electric projects. In most of the h1ll or mount.mn 
hvdro-electric areas in India the question of storage of water over the dri~st 
s~ason usually looms very large. This is o£ course particul~'rl,v s~ in. areas l:ke 
the Western Ghats or the Nilgiris which have no streams orJgJ~atmg. m .meltmg 
snows. The central Government is at the preRent time mvesi1gntmg the 
'Prospects for the establishment of factori~s fur . the ~;mtion of atr.nosph;r: 
nitrogen required for the production of morgamc ferbhzers on a really la. g 
'Scale. Such factories are peculiarly adapted to the problem under review 
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hereip since their raw material requirements are mainly air and water both of 
which are found at all hydro-electric power station sites. 

Electro-chemical and electro-metallurgical works• are other forms of large
loads which can sometimes be located near a proposed generating station to. 
form the base load of the station. 

. Summary of Prospectiye new load. We may tentatively conclude that the
following fields of development are likely to be outstanding in creating new 
demands for electric power:-

(a) Electrification of cotton and jute textile mills. at present mechanically 
driven. 

(b) New cotton textile and woollen mil:s. 
(c) Secondary industry ancillary to basic steel production. 
(d) Engineering workshops, shipyards, etc. ' 
(e) The production of inorgnnic fertilizers. 
(f) "Large village" electrification. 
(g) Lift irrigation and dewatering.· 
(h) Electro-chemical industries other than fertilizers. 
Load Surveys and Financial Considerations. All schemes for the establish

ment of new power stations require justification on the basis of a survey of the 
prospective load. Such surveys are generally made on the basis of the previous 
trend of load development and on the general assumption that the conventionaL 
policy will be followed i.e., the provision of electric service to the community 
when, but not before a sufficient demand has arisen from the inhabitants. The 
whole basis of a ;oad survey changes if a really extensive system of rural supplies 
for "Large village electrification", lift irrigation, dewatering, etc., is to be made: 
available. It will be clear from this that the necessity for forward planning 
with particular reference to rural and semi-rural economic factor is of special 
significance in the development of electric power in any part of India outsid& ' 
the great centres of population. The fact that 95 per cent of the population of 
the country lives outside such centres is an added reason for approaching the 
problem of electrical development on new lines. If we are to achieve rapid 
progress with the implementation of most of the large hydro-electric projects. 
in India the following conditions will require to be satisfied:-

(a) A really extensive rural reticulation system will need to be laid down 
far iu advance of its proper loading as judged by the conventional standards at 
present applicable. to such works. This necessarily implios the provision oi 
substantial subventions to the authority operating the utility in the provision 
of the transmission and distribution network, village sub-stations, etc. 

(b) A base load requiring a large block of secondary energy (i.e., for 8-9-
months iu the year) is extremely .desirable. 

(c) For the first six or seven years it will usually be necessary to p~rmit 
annual d~ficits to be charged to capital account. 

(d) The financial justification for proceeding with the project must be based 
on the estimated result over a period of at least 10 years and this after allowing. 
for the capitalization of early losses. , 

(e) Apart from specific capital subventions to enable the utility to provide 
electric service t{) agriculture under sub-economic conditions, some allowance
will have to be made for the many less tangible advantages to the region involved 
and which may be expected to accrue from the widespread availability of electric-
power at low cost. . 

Thermal Power Station sit/mg. Turning now to steam power station develop· 
ment we find that large schemes are frequenttv put forward for "the generation 
of power in the coal fields" and its transmission to relatively dist.ant industrial 

- areas. The fact is often overlooked that the water requirements of a large steam 
power station nre frequently so exacting as to mnke it generally more economic
to establish the generating capacity where there is a very large supply of con· 
densing water available rather than in "the immediate vicinity of chenp coal. 
Here we must not overlook the fact that mnjor inoustrial centres so frequently· 
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grow up in the vitinity of large supplies of water in the shape of a harbour or at · 
mn·i~able river. Per contra most of the Indian coalfields either lie in zones 
wbr:;e water supplies are inadequate for a really large steam power station, or· 
w!Jere the !Jrovision of adequate supplies of condensing water entail the construc
tion of a barrage of other large expensive civil works to control the discharge 
of a riv~r which is normally unrulv in its behaviour. It is worth addina the· 
remainder that a steam PO\~·er station requires almost 500 times as much

0 

water 
as it does coal; and while this water is not consumed and mav be returned for 
other purposes or discharged again into the riYer bed, the ~agnitude of the 
condensing water problem is seldom appreciated. Xot only is it therefore neces
sary to compare the cost of transporting coal with the cost of transmitting electri
cal energy to the industrial zone but the higher cost of civil works in providing· 
»dequate c-ondensing water enters largely into the equation. 

Organization of Electric Public Utilities. The organization of the existing 
electric c:ompanie:> has been examined in considerable detail by the Departm~nts 
of the Go\·emment of India concemed. The examination has shown that there 
are several defec.:ts 111 the existing organization of the industry, which, unles;; 
they ure remedied, would continue to affect healthy develol;ment. The defects. 
\1 bic.:h came to the forefront were due to political boundaries, lack of prorer · 
den·lopment of certain electric companies, lack of standardisation: luek of 
uniformity in the administration and the presentation of annual returns. 

The future organization of the industry was discussed at a recent meeting:. 
of the l'olicy Committee Xo. 3 (c) (Public Works and Electric l'ower) and there 
was general agreement that a Central organization should be set up to uss:st and 
co-ordinute electrical development in India. There was also general agreement 
that in the future, new major power schemes should be undertaken by Gcivern-· 
ment or quasi-Government owned organizations. 

At 'a subsequent conference held in Caleutta under the auspices o£ the· 
Electrical Commissioner, lt~uding power engineers from all over India met to. 
discuss questions of Post-War Electrical Development and the b~st means -of 
uswriug that this was unuertaken on standard and progressive lines. ' 

At thif\ conference it was unanimously agreed that a Central Technical Power· 
Bouru ::;ltOulu be established immediately. This Board should coDsist of about. 
seven ot· eight members, two of whom together with toe Chairman, should be· 
full-time member:;. One full-time member ,;hould be an Hydro-Electric Engineer 
and the other a l'o"·er l:tilization Engineer of wide experience. This decisiorv 
has been endorseu by the Subjects Committee of the Reconstruction Committee, 
of Council. 

The main funetion of this Board would be to scrutinize and co-ordinate aT 
existing and potential power schemes "-ith a view to developing the maximum, 
utilisation of the natural resources of the country on the following lines:-

(i) Initiate the llreparation of preliminary reports on power schemes of 
potential Xationul value wherever eonsidered necessary. 

(ii) Arrange for the carrying out of a systematic hydro-electric survey through
out India on a recogni;,ed standurd basis. 

(iii) Endeavour to ensure that no measures are undertaken by the Govern
ments concerned whie h conflict with the best possible utilisation of n;\ tural 
resources both for power and irrigation. The Teehnieal Power Board would also· 
collaborate with the Central Board of Irrigation in their mutual interests. 

(iv) Heview and Ia;> down for the who!~ of India standard voltage and practice· 
for gem·ration, tran!'mission and distribution of electricity. "'here proposals are 
marle wbich depart from these standards, the attention of the Governments or· 
utilities concerned should be called to the di~:tch·antnges of non-standard 
apparatm;. 

(v) Arrange for a::;sistance to anv Prm·incial or State Gon~rnment for tech
nic-al imPstip1tions when the GoYernments interested make a direct request to· 
the Board. 
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·(vi) Initiate the establishment of a research organisation adapted to the re· 

•quirements of the special conditions of electric power devetopment in India. 

(vii) Co-ordinat~ power -and industrial development throughout India and 
;eo-operate wherever practicable- in the investigatiou of large industrial projects 
with a view to siting them in the most suitable manner in relation to prospective 

;power development schemes. In addition, to undertake when desirable an 
jndustrial power survey of a given area and a forecast of probable growth and 
.. development over a period of years. · "' 

(viii) Study the possibilities for, encourage and assist the establishment of the 
•·e}eetrieal manufacturing in India. , 't -

(ix) Take steps to provide technical training both abroad and in India for 
Indian engineers. At the Conference, it was also decided to establish for reten

"'llion by the Government of India a panel of consulting engineers including two 
firms of the highest repute-one from the United Kingdom and another from 

'.North America. 
Training of Indian engineers in Public Utility Management. An essential 

· ,provision in contemplating a large expansion o£ the electricity supply industry 
.in India must be the availability 9f personnel of adequate calibre to hold positions 
·of senior executive responsibility. While there is no doubt about the shortage 
, of proJlerly trained electrical engineers with adequate experience in electric public 
·utility· work, the greatest deficiency at present is in respect of those trained in 
the quasi-technical side of administering and operating large electric 'Public 

:utilities. 

In any large undertaking of this kind the senior executives, while they mush 
necessarily have sound engineering training and experience, also require a high 
,degree of initiative in and experience of the commercial and economic aspects 
,of electricity supply. This side of electric utility operation covers such subjects 
as the framing of tariffs, policy in sales promotion, improved methods of costing, 
consum!:'r analysis and several other important factors which go for the making 

•of efficient management in a specialised industry. It will tbetefore be necessary 
even before the t-ermination of hostilities to have trained men who \-rould be 
able to take up responsible positions in the large public utility concerns whiah 

·may be undertaken immediately after the cessation of hostilities. A scheme 
for the training of such engineers both on the technical and the administrative 

·side is now under the active consideration of the Govemment of India. 

Requirements of plant and machinery to be imported from overseas for electric 
;power development in India. ~There is likely to be an- extremely large demand 
1mmediately .after the war fo1· heavy power equipment-to meet the rehabilitation 

-of all devasted and occupied territories. These heavy demands for )lower equip
, me~t must. inevitab~y fall mainly upon the United Kingdom and the United 
States. It IS becommg clear that the manufacture of such plant will have to be 
undertaken on what virtually amounts to a priority basis for some years aftet· 
the cessation of hostilities. It is therefore of the utmost impqrtance that India 

·should lose no opportunity in the immediate future to secure her requirements 
·of heavy power equipment for post-war development. To this end the Provinces 
a_nd State~ were requested some months ago to compile in suitable form informa
·~Ion coyermg all the heavy power equipment probably required in their territories 
1mmed1ately after the war. This information was all sent to 1'he Eleelrical 

•Commissioner's Office in Calcutta where it was examined and collated. It was 
then placed before the Technical Power Developm~nt Conference held in Calcutta 
in the la~ter part of January where it was scrutinised by leading power engineers 

''from vanous parts of India. The schedule was then amended and modified in 
certain respects and has since been sent to the Secretar:v of State for India in 

'London with the full support of the Government of Ind\~ in order to secure as 
·soon as possible manufacturing capacity for this plant. The amount of plant 
··represented in the schedule is conside1'able but it is nevertheless hoped that India 
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ma.v be allotted manufacturing capacity for a considerable portion of this plant 
perhaps before the end of the war. The schedule of heavy rlant does not of 
cour8e include any equipment which could be manufactured in India for some 
vears tl) come. As this plant is in the nature of a key to industrial development 
in I11dia the prospects for its early manufacture are being extremely carefully 
wato·hed hy the Central Government. 
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SECTION VII-Trade and Iuduatry. 

· Indian Trade Policy in the Post-war Period. Certain broad principles of 
international commercial policy have been accepted by the majority of the 
Governments of the United ;Nations and are contained in Article 4 of 
the Atlantic Charters and Clause .7 of the Mutual · Aid Agreement. These 
statements are at present only in general terms and it is probable that inter· 
national discussions will take place soon as to the manner in which tliey should 
be translated into practice. It is clear from what has been said in Section I 
above, th11t the trend of world thought is towards the liberalisation ,of world 
trade in the post-war period and it will be necessary for India to consider the 
broad lines of her fut"ure trade pqlicy against this background to be able to parti· 
cipate to her best advantage in any conferences which may take place._ 

The Economic Adviser to the Government of India, has. prepared a memoran
dum on certain aspects of Indian Trade Policy in the·Post-war period which was 
circulated to the members of Policy Committee No. 4 (Trade and Ind_ustry Policy} 
and the Consultative Committee of Economists which met respectively in Octo
ber and November last. The me!llorandum gives a historical background of the 
forces which have determined Indian trade 1novements in the past and states 
how they may be modified by the structure of post-war world economy and b,v 
the announcements contained in the Atlantic Charter and the Mutual Aid Agree
ment. The questions which would have to be considered in the first instance 
were presented by him to the last meeting of Policy Committee No. 4 (Trade· and 
Industry Policy) as follows:-

Firstly, what kind of world trade policy would suit lndia best? Would it be 
to India's interest to accept the principles embodied in these announcements or 
would it be against her interests? 

Secondly, if India were on balance inclined to accept these principles, what 
reservations would she like to make? 

Thirdly, assuming that she were to decline to associate herself either with the 
more liberalising tendencies of the Roosevelt-Churchill declarations or with any 
{Jf the trade blocs which were a practical alternative to the acceptance of those 
principles, could she carry out an autonomous trade policy with no commit~ 
menl!s of any kind to anybody. 

It was generally agreed at this meeting that it was not to India's interest to 
pursue an isolationist policy and that a· system of multilateral trading on· a 
world basis was most desirable. India should therefore accept the principles 
embodied in these announcements subject to the reservations that (a) she should 
retain her fiscal autonomy; (b) she should be free to pursue a protectionist policy 
to foster industrial development if she felt it desirable~ do so; and (c) the main 
object of her post-war commercial po!icy should be the indu.strial expansion of 
the country and this should not be hampered by any intel'l'Ultional agreements 
which India may join. 

The discussion was taken a step further at the meeti11g of the Consultative 
Committee of Economists when some of the detailed issues of policy arising out 
of the above general conclusions came up for discussion. India has followed a 
policy of protection during the last twenty years or so and although industrially 
not so developed as the U. K. or the U. S. A., she is by no means completely 
backward. The efficacy of protection as an instrument of industrial develop· 
ment has been severely criticised by one school of thought, while the other is 
always agitating for an increase of protective duties. It is certain that the tariff 
question would come to the forefront in the international trade conferences and 
it is essential .that India should make up her own mind about the essentials of 
her future tariff policy. In this connection, the Hon'ble Sir Ramaswami 
_Mudaliar pointed out at the meeting of the Consultative Committee of Econo· 
mists that it had been sugge!)ted in various circles that the U. 8. A. which had 
been the strongest supporter of high tariffs in pre-war years would Insist on their 
continuance in the post-war period also. But, from the discussions he has had 
iiQ. responsible American circles, he felt certain that America would be prepared 
to lower ·her tariffs both in her own interests as well as for the promotion of 
in.~rnatio?~l t_ra~e~ 

the Mutual Aid Agreemen\. 
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'raritls are however of two kinds, namely, revenue tariffs and protective 

iariffs und the following practical issues came up for discussion at the meeting:
(i) whether India should agree to an international ceiling only so far as 

revenue tariffs were concerned or whether such a ceiling should be accepted for 
vrotective tariffs also. 

(ii) whether in view of the comparative backwardness of Indian industries 
aud the low standard of living, India should maintain the position that her protec
ti\·e tariffs had always been levied after the most careful investigation and that 
her Tariff Boards had been more like judicial tribunals than the ad hoc 
toiumittees of the U. S. A. or Australia and other countries which hurriedly 
we11t through the question of protective tariffs in respect of a number of indus
tries at the same time und fixed high duties on considerations which were not 
nlways purely economic or statistical. In short, the question was whether or 
not India should put forward the proposal that each country should be free to 
levy protective tariffs provided that such tariffs had been found to be justifiable 
nfter an accurate and scientific examination, the results of which would be pub 
li~hed and made available to all the countries; 

(iii) what would be India's attitude i£ an over-all ceiling for all tariffs were 
proposed at these conferences? A proposal might be put forward at these confer
tnccs that as far as these ceilings were concerned they sho11ld be started at a 
particular level so as to cause the minimum amount of disturbance in the exist
ing industrial development of any country and that they should be gradually 
n~duced in due course to meet the changing requirements of each parti .. mlar 
country; 

(i\·) another possible proposal which might be made at these conferences 
\\ ould be that no country should levy a unduly high protective tariff but that 
ench Government should be free to help its industries through subsidies and other 
n1ethods of (lirect governmental aid. Should such a proposal be put forward, it 
\YOuld in all probability be supported by the wealthier nati?ns of the world and it 
was for the Committee to decide whether India should countenance such a 
T'roposal in view of the fact that her finances m~st necessarily be limited during 
the next few decades. Moreover, it had to be accepted that in the final analysis 
tbe results of a protective tariff or a subsiay were the same and that both of 
them were equally a clog on international trade. Where~s. a protective tariff 
rnised the cost of the protected article and threw an add1bonal burden on the 
purchnser, a subsidy could be made only by increasing taxation and thereby 
throwing the burden on the tax-payers. 

It is not only the question of tariffs which has to be considered. Pro~lems. of 
qunntitative control of imports and exports are fully relevant to the d1scuss1on 
of trade policy and they would also probably be raised at the international confer
ences. There can be no doubt that the existing import and export controls would 
P.nve to continue in some form or the other during the transitional period f:om 
war to peace. Quantitative restriction of imports or exports is however a potent 
:md perhaps one of the drastic methods of protection and it is necessary in this 
connection to consider:-

(i) whether a policy of quantitative restriction is desirable for India; 
(ii) what would be its effect on the various classes of the community if it is 

adopted; and 
(iii) how that policy w()uld fit in with the world trend towards multilateralism 

rmd the principle of free access to raw maferials enunciated in the Atlantic 
Charter. 

In the lig-ht of the mnin concln!'lions reached nt the last meetings of Policy 
Commit.tee No. 4 and Conc:ultative Committee of Economist.IS, a memorandum 
on the detailed ic:snes of rolicv ic: ,mder prepnrntiou hv the Economic Adviser to 
the ltovernment of India. It will come np for discussion at later meetings of 
tl1e~e Committ.ee~. 

Monetary Policy. Closel:v connectecl with the problems of trade !lnd tariff 
polic:v Are those rel!lting to the internntionnl monetnr.v o1·ganisntinn in the post
""flr period. The relations between monet.ary policy and reconstruction may 
appear remote when reconstruction is thought of primarily in terms of our 
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domestic situation, but even here the connection is close, and it is closer still 
when one bears in mind that India is part of the world order. Monetary institu
tions are part of the fabric which binds the various countries of the world 
together, and as the world learnt to its cost in the disturbed period after 1931, 
a breakdown of the world's monetary institutions has a direct bearing not only 
orr the volume of international trade but upon internal well-being, since the 
volume of world trade has a close and intimate connection with the national 
income and the volume of employment of every single country. Agricultural 
r!ountries, whose national income is liable to be gravely upset if the level of 
world prices undergoes violent changes, no less than industrial countries, are 
interested in seeing to it that after the war, the recovery of well-being shall not 
b" impeded by avoidable weaknesses in the monetary mechanism, and such 
weaknesses can only be avoided by taking thought, that is, by having a right 
monetary policy. ' 

For the last two years or so, the expert officials of the British and the U, S. A. -
Treasuries have been engaged in and almost continuous discussion on the topi(l 
of improving the organisation which is to underpin the various monetary systems 
of the different countries of the worlct. 

At the last meeting of the General Policy Committee, the general outlines of 
these Plans were discussed and a memorandum prepared by the Economic Ad
viser to the Government of India was placed before the Committee. The 
Memorandum deals• with general principles and analyses the British and 
American Plans .in the form in which they subsisted in the autumn of 1943. 
These Plans have since undergone revision and no finality has yet been reached. 
For that reason, the General Policy Committee confined itself to the wider issues 
which had been raised in the various Plans, namely:-

(i) The general advantages or disadvantages of India's adhering to a moue~ 
tary pact; · · / • 

(ii) India's attitude in the immediate post-war period as regards adhesion t~ 
the organisation, and 

(iii) a preliminary review of what our policy should be· in reg~rd to some of 
the more urgent of our immediate post-war problems. 

Industrial Planning. The first ~ssential step in any kind of planning is r.~ 
obtain full information on the subject and to proceed on the basis of that inform~ 
ation. The earlier years of the war constituted a period of constant change and 
adjustment for industries and little useful information regarding their war-time 
organisation and their post-war prospects could have been obtained to serve as a 
basis for future planning. But the Government of' India are now anxious with
out any further delay to collect the required data in order to obtain a correct 
picture of the present. structure of industria1 organisation in India and to deter
mine future lines of development. For this purpose a Questionnaire has been 
drawn up by the Industries and Civil Supplies Department after consultation 
with Policy Committee No. 4 (Trade and · Industry Policy). It shows · the 
hiformation which is considered necessary for the purpose of industrial plannin~ 
and asks for factual information regarding India's post-war requirements of 
plant and machinery, the possibilities of fabricating it within India itself, the 
approximate, estimates of internal and external demands, dislocations likely to 
be caused during the transition period from war-time conditions to normal peace· 
time conditions, etc. Apart from the factual information required, it also seeks 
the views of industrialists And the commercial community on the various aspects 
of future development and the lines of policy to be adopted. Enclosed with thP. 
Questionnaire is a list of industries together with the more important products of 
eacli industry regarding which it is desired to have separate sets of information as 
shown· under the various headings of the Questionnaire. 

The Questionnaire was addressed to all industrial and commercial associa
tions in India, as also to the Provincial and State Governments towards the 
end of November last and replies have been asked for in about two months' time. 
The importance of developing small-scale industries is fu1ly appreciated and it 
will be open for these associations and the local governments to furnish informll· 
tion in this respect. 
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In the meantime it is appreciated that there is a vast mass of information ou 
the subject of industrial organisation in the various Departments of the Govem· 
went of lndia, especially which have come into exi:stence during_ the war. A 
Special Officer baa been appointed in we t::lupply Department to collect this 
information and to put it in a form similar to that to be obtained from thi 
Quesionnaire. 

The information obtained in this manner will be collated by the Industrial 
Advi~er attached to the Department of Industries and Civil Supplies, in a forrr, 
which would facilitate planning. As, however, no one person could have an inti· 
mate and accurate knowledge of the various industries involved, there would be 
an advisory panel of industrialists. Specific points would be referred. to 
c:ommittees consisting of two or more members of the panel and the Adviser, 
and on their advice definite proposals would be formulated. The question of 
constituting an Industrial Commission to survey the field is also under consider· 
ation but this survey would take place alongside the factual work which would 
be done by the Adviser and the panel. When the work is completed and dis
cussed by Policy Committee No. 4 on Trade and Industry and any other appro
priate committees, it would be possible to lay down the final specific policy in 
regard to Industrial Development. Such a policy would determine general 
cbJectives of economic development, the pac& at which ind~strialisati.on sho0d 
proceed, the priorities and State aid, if any, to be given to particular mdust~1es, 
and in particulal' the location cf each project with reference to raw matenals, 
transport and the neede of individual areas. 

The Indian Trade Commissioners abroad have also been asked to investigate 
the prospects of India's post-war trade with foreign countries and tQ furnish 
periodical reports on the subject which are being received. 

Acquisition o1 capital goods. As bas been stated earlier, it· is essential to 
obtain as soon as possible some estimate of India'::; post-war requirements ·of 
heavy plant and machinery. It is probable that unless orders are placed early 
and under a scheme of priorities sronE.ored by Government, it would be almost 
impossible to secure the required capital goods within a reasonable period after 
the end of the war. The Industries and Civil Supplies Department have therefore 
without waiting for other information, asked industries to furnish information 
regarding their requirements of capital goods as soon as possible. A Press :Note 
to this effect has already been issued and as soon as the industrial requirements 
have been compiled, it is intended that .the estimates so obtained and those 
obtained by Labour Dept. in respect of Public Works should be scrutinised by 
government in order to determine which of the machinery required could be 
fabricated within India and what system of priorities should be adopted in 
placing orders abroad. 

Organization of Scientific and Industrial RJesearch. The Government of India 
fully appreciate the important part to be played by scientific and industrial 
research in the economic development of the country. The Council of Scientific 
and Indm;trial Research, the greater part of whose income is derived from a. 
Government grant although the Council is an independent body, has alread;v 
done admirable work within the limits o£ the funds allotted to it (supplemented 
by hitherto disappointingly small assistance £rom industrialists). The Council 
has for some time had in view an ambitious programme for the establishment of 
national research laboratories in different parts of India, but lack of funds and 
war. conditions have stood in the way of its realization. The Government of 
Ind1a have now agreed to the Council drawing up plans for the establishment of 
these laboratories on the assumption that grants from Government o£ a total of 
Rs. 1 crore over a period of a few years will be forthcoming towards capital ex
r,rnditure. The programme contemplates the PStablishment. of-

a ::-.l'ational Physical Labor;tory 
a National Chemical Laboratory 

a National Metallurgical Laboratory 
a Fuel Research Station, and 
a Glass Research Institute. 
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It iS generally recognized that it is impossible to establish the first three

institutions until after the war, but work is to commence immediately on thll' 
''uel and Glass Research institutes; funds for the establishment of these twoo 
projects and for preliminary work in connection with the first three will be pro
v~ded by Government during 1944-45. The Tata Trust have agreed to donate a. 
sum of .Rs. 20 lakhs towards the cost of the Chemical and Metallurgical Labora
tories and it is hoped that other industrialists will emulate this fine example. 

The Council has also recently appointed a Committee of Scientists and Indus
trialists to survey all exi.sting facilities for research in India, to recommend 
measures for the promotiOn of research by research organizations and private 
firms, and to suggest steps for the furtherance of industrial and scientific re
search after the war. 
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SECTION VIII-Agriculture. 

The problems of Indian agriculture were comprehensively reviewed in 1928-2V 
by the Hoyal Uomrnission on Agriculture and the decade preceding the outbreak 
uf the war ~:~aw the adoption of many of its recommendations by the Central and 
th.: Provincial Governments which, taken as a whole, have resulted in a sub· 
srantial dev~lopment of the organisations which are designed to serve the needs 
of agriculturists in India. The establishment of the Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Itesearch, the re-organisation of the Imperial Institutes of Agricultural 
and Yeterinary sciences, the formation Of the department of agricultural 
marketing, the setting up of an Institute for research on Dairy problems are all 
lllstunces in point. Similarly the provincial governments had throughout the 
deende evinced a keen desire to develop what are popularly known as "nation 
building dL:purtments" of which the Agricultural Department in its broadest 
ben,;e is the most important. This desire was not only implemented to the ex
tent possible with the resources available with the Governments but it has also 
been accompanied by a considerable volume of activity in the legislative field 
Le:u·ing on problems of agricultural improvement such as the reform of tenancy 
laws, the amelioration of rural indebtedness and the provision of cheap credit. 
The main task in that decade, however, was to maintain somehow the level of 
agricultural production in a period which was marked by a catastrophic fall in 
the price levels of agricultural commodities. The economic conditions were un
fu \'Ourahle for the success of any large scale measures for the improvement of 
agricultural production and distribution. 

Indian agriculture was barely recovering from the adversities of the preceding 
decade when the war broke out. With few exceptions, war conditions have, on 
the whole, brought about a "boom" in the price levels of agricultural commodi
ties which has created conditions favourable for their production generally. But 
&t the same time glaring light has been thrown on the weaknesses of the struc· 
ture of agricultural production in the country. Notwithstanding the most 
promising prospects of adequate economic return, Indian agriculture, particularly 
that sector which is concerned with the production of food grains, has been un· 
able to meet the demands made Oil it. In spite of the strong stimulus of 
f;•vourable prices, the net increase in the area sown in the last 3 years has been, 
comparatively speaking, insignificant and there are reasons to believe that the 
output per acre has also not increased to any considerable extent. Consequently 
the aggregate output from the total area sown has not been sufficient to meet in 
full the country's growing requirements in respect of food. These two elements 
in the situation seem to suggest that the limits of the area capable of cultivation 
hy private enterprise alone have been very nearly reached and secondly that with 
the re!:ources available to the un-aided effort of peasant agriculture in the country 
the efficiency of agricultural production cannot be raised to any considerable 
extent. These two possibilities viewed against the background of increasin~ 
y•resRure of population on land and on food supplies may seem to hold out li 

dismal picture of the future. Yet the picture need not be as gloomy as it appears 
tn be if concerted and well-planned measures are adopted for general develop· 
ment in the future. India is believed to possess more than 111 million acres of 
lnnd clal'lsified as cultnrable waste, a substantial portion of which is believed to 
be capable of cultivation though at a higher cost and at a considerable capital 
expenditure over reclamation. The total production of the country depends not 
onl.v on the wtnl amount of the land available but also on the yields per unit of 
lnnd. In respect of yields the present levels obtained in India compare most 
unfavonrably with tho~e in other important countries as the fo1lowing tnble would 
show:-

Riu 
Average for 1931·32 to 1935.36 

lbR, 

Ja.p'l.n 
Italv 
u.s:A. 
F.~t 
India 

pl!lr acre 
2.0113 
2,963 
1,413 
3,709 

829 

Wheat 
Average for 1924.33 

lbs. 

Europe 
U.S.A. 
Can"d• 
Argentina 
Auatralia 
India 

pt• acre 
1,146 

846 
972 
780 
714 
636 

Ootto!f 
Average for 1!137-38 

lbs. 
pl!lr arre 

Egypt 531 
Analo·Egyptian 8udan 277 
U.S.A. 264 
India 89 
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'Jhe low yields obtained in India appear to suggest possibilities of considerable 
.mprovement in this direction. 

The n~ed of long-~erm planning or;t a large scale. and the necessity of the 
State taking a hand 1n the conservat1on of all poss1ble resources for employing 
them in securing greater efficiency ·of production cannot be· doubted. But 
plam;llng on such a wide field_ requires the formulation of a general pblicy for the 
country as a whole. The agncultural policy for a country of the size of India if 
<·onceived on a comprehensive scale, will have numerous facets and is bound' to 
concern itself with and react on practically all phases of the life of the people 
ot the c~unt~y. In one phase it will be concerned with economic questions of . 
fat-reaching Importance such as· the question of stabilizing the price of agricul
tur~l commodities at economic levels, the question of crop planning and the 
var1ous controls necessary to render it effective; in another it will ·have to take 
into account questions of financial policy on matters such as the development 
of the means of irrigation, rural communications and highways, the introduction 
of large scale afforestation and reclamation schemes, schemes for the control of 
erosion, schemes for the more general utilisation of seeds of improved varieties, 
the pro.vision o.f facilities for rural finance, th~ development of crop advisory and· 
protect1ve serviCes, the development of manunal resources, and so on; in another 
aspect it will have to consider lines of advance in respect of questions bearing 
on the reform of tenancy laws, organisation of village agencies such as Panchayats, 
Co-operative Societies, etc., problems of man power in relation to the needs of 
general and technical administration of the plans. 

Again there is the aspect on which the Royal Commission on Agriculture in 
Iudia laid special emphasis, the environment and psychology of the cultivator. 
To quote the Commission:-

"Throughout our Report we have endeavoured to make plain our conviction 
that no substantial improvement in agriculture can be effected unless the culti
vator has the will to achieve a better standard of living and the capacity, in 
~erms of mental equipment and of physical health, to take advantage of the 
opportunities which science, wise laws and good administration may place at his 
disposal. Of all the factors making for prosperous agriculture by far the most 
important is the outlook of the peasant himself." 

It is not proposed to give an exhaustive list of the questions which will have 
to come up for review and consideration in the formulation of a national agri· 
culturitl policy, but it will be readily observed that they carry large implications. 

The formulation of a broad policy need not necessarily imply that every 
provincial and State .Government must adopt identical measures. .Such a course, 
even if it were possible, would not be desirable. What is needed, however, is 
the formulation of plans for every region which will fit into· the broad outlines of 
the general policy. Questions bearing on the general policy will be considered by 
the Government of India in consultation with non-official opinion and provincial 
governments and when they have been decided the latter will be requested to 
prepare plans fitting into the broad outlines of the general policy. All the 
regional plans taken together with suitable adjustment where ~ecessary will 

\ form the ba'S'is of the master plan for the country as a whole. . 
Relation between India's FOOd Resources and Requirements. As in all 

things so in the matter of agricultural development the means must be adjusted 
to the ends in view. What are the ends which agricultural reconstruction in 
India should keep in view? The first and the foremost aim must be to provide 
adequate nutrition for India's growing population. In respect of the nutritional 
requirements of the country, the Indian delegation to the Hot Springs Confer· 
ence prepared a memorandum in which the following conclusions were stated:-

"India is self-sufficient as regards her food supply in the sense that both im· 
ports and exports of food in normal times are small in relation to total indigenous 
food production. But she is not self-sufficient in the sense that the pof!ulation is 
abundantly or satisfactorily fed. In order to ~~ke" ~he nati?nal diet mo~e 
satisfactory from the standpoint of nutrition, far-reachmg changes J!l 
production and consumption are necessary. The direction of these change~ 11 
illustrated in the following table. The first column of the table shows a d1et, 
in terms of ounces per adult man or consumption unit daily, w~~ch ia reasonably 
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b<:~lanced and satisfactory in its contents of necessary food constituents. Thtt 
euergy v<:~lue of the diet is 2,600 calories, the item 'meat, fbh and eggs' being 
regarded as an alternative to milk. The second column indicates approximately 
the quantities per adult man of the various foods at present produced. The differ· 
enee between eolumns 1 and 2 shows roughly the changes in the production of 
the various main group of food supplies necessary in order to bring the national 
diet to the desired level of adequacy." 

Table. 

Qances per day per adult Total quantities in million tons. 
(or consumption unit) 

Required for a Available Required Available 
balanced diet 

Cerools 16 IS· 5 48'0 55'5 
Pulsee 3 2·5 9•0 7'5 
Sugar 2 1·8 6•0 5•3 
Vegetables 6 a·o Is·o 9·0 
Fruits 2 2·0 6·0 6•0 
Flit& and oils 1•5 0·6 4•5 1•9 
Whole milk• 8 1•5 32•0 6•3 

Per capita 
Butter milk a·o 12•5 
Meat, fish and egg. 2•3 0•5 6·0 to 9·0 1•5 

•The figuree for available milk are based on existing information about the uses to which 
the milk supply is put, All the figures in the table should be regarded as illustrative rather 
than absolute. The table shows in a general way the existing trend of consumption and how 
th1s needs modification, 

The conclusions of the Indian delegation to the Hot Springs Conference do 
not represent the considered views of the Government of India on the question 
of what targets in respect of nutrition should be accepted. They, however, 
afford a basis for further discussion. 

Another aim must be the production of the raw material required by the 
inaustries of the country. In respect of some goods manufactured from the 
raw materials produced in India, there is the prospect of developing a remunera. 
tive market. In respect of other goods such as textiles, it must be constantly 
kept in view that the primary aim should be to find an ever expanding market 
within the country. As the level of agricultural incomes rises the effective 
demand for cloth and other goods o£ a similar nature will rise and plans for the 
fub~re ~ust take into account the production of adequate raw material to enable 
Indmn mdustry to meet the tising tempo of such demands. 

To some extent India's agriculture must also be called upon to produce com· 
modities for which there is an effective demand in foreign markets. The export 
of such material will be 1equired in order to enable the country to import 
essential capital and con;;umption goods needed by the country. 

In respect of the three aims explained above, it will be necessary to proceed 
with planning on the basis of definite targets. 

Technological possibilities of Development. Just as it is necessary to adju~t 
means to ends, it is equally obligatory that the ends which ~hould be kept ~n 
view must be such as are capable of actual attainment. In oth~r w:ords m 
formulatina the targets of production it will be necessary to keep m v1ew the 
teehnologi;al possibilities of agricultural production in the cou;11try. A clear 
appreciation of these possibilities will provide the basis on whtch the _fu~re 
plans of agricultural production should be based. In th~ course o~ a _rev1e~ 
specially compiled to serve as the basis for reconstructiOn pla~ni?g m t~n 
respect, Dr. William Burns, D.Sc., C.I.E., late Agricultural Comrruss10ner -~1th 
the Government of India has taken each of the principal crops in tum and after 
considering the average out-tum obtained at present, has tri_ed to assess. the 
techno]ooical possibilities of these crops in the future in the light of the yields 
per acre~ whkh research so far has shown to be possible through such ~eans as 
using improved varieties of seed, the application of manure and protectiOn from 
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peats and diseases. He gives, in most cuses, his opinion as to the extent to· 
which the present average' yield of these crops can be raised if all known 
methods of improvement are put into operation . 

. His conclusions are :-
Rice . . The average outturn of paddy per acre during the last five years was. 

1,109 lbs. (or 738 .J.bs. rice). Dr. Burns considers that, at a conservative 
es~m~te, these yi~ld~ can be increased ~y 30 per cent., vta., 5 per cent. by 
usm~ Improved varieties~ 20 per cent. by mcreasing manure, 5 per cent. by pro
tectmg from pests and diseases. There should even be no difficulty ill increasing 
the present average outturn by 50 per cent., viz., 10 per cent by variety and. 
40 per cent_. by manuring. 

30 p{)i: cent. of 739_lbs. of rice would mean an average outtum of 959 lbs. 
per acre for all India. He concludes by saying that India should aim at an 
average of 1,000 lbs. of rice per acre. 

Wheat. For the last 30 years, the average outturn of wheat in India is. 
calculated to be 707 lbs. per acre and, during the las~·10 years, 640 lbs. per 
acre. Dr. Burns consider;;; that, if only improved varieties are sown, manures 
applied in the light of results obtained and diseases controlled, it should be 
possible to aim at an average yield of 1,200 lbs. per acre for irrigated wheat 
and 600 lbs. for barani. The standard yields in the Punjab are 967 lbs. for 
irrigated wheat and 572 lbs. for unirrigated with an all-over yield of 738 lbs. 
whereas in the United Provinces, they are 1200, 800 and 786 lbs., respectively. 

Jowar. Average yields at present obtained are: irrigated 1,200 to 1,500• 
lbs. per acre, ba1'ani 100 to 700 lbs. per acre. Dr. Burns con.siders that an 
improvement of 20 per cent. is possible. 

The all-India average for the last 26 years is 484 lbs. per acre. 
Bajra. Dr. Burns places the average all-India yield at about 320 lbs. per 

acre. He considers it possible, by adopting dry farming methods, to increase· 
the yield by 25 per cent., i.e., to 400 lbs. per acre. · 

Maize. Dr. Burns thinks that the present average yield of 800 lbs. per acre 
can be increased by 25 per cent. to 1,000 lbs. per acre. 

By adpoting the method of "Hybrid Vigour", an increased yield of 35 per
cent. has been obtained in commercial production in the U. S. A. 

Gram. Yields very variable, according to whether irrigated or not. 
Dr. Burns concludes that, provided disease-resistant varieties are found, the

yield may be raised from an average of 500 lbs. p~r acre to 600 lbs. per acre. 
Pulses. Little experimental work has been done on these crops so far. Dr. 

Burns draws no conclusions, except the need for experimentation. 
Linseed. So far, there is no improved variety yet in production. No sug

gestions as regards ·possibilities are made. 
Brassicae Oilseeds. The average yield during the last 31 years was 373 lbs. 

per acre. Dr. Burns concludes that a total improvement of 25 p~cent.-in 
yield may be achieved (10 per cent. by manuring, 15 per cent. improvei.t 
varieties). · 

Groundnutfl. Dr. Burns estimates the average yield in India as about 900 
lbs. per acre and he thinks it possible to raise the yield to 1,000 lbs. per acre 
and to improve the oil content by 3 per cent. · 

Oasto1·. The all-India average yield for the last 17 years is 259 lbs. per 
acre. Dr. Burns thinks that, by using improved varieties, the yield can be
increased by 10 per cent. and the oil-content by 3 per cent. 

Sugarcane. Already over 75 per cent. of the total area under sugarcane 
in India is grown under improved varieties, but the average is only about 15 tons 
of sugarcane per acre. Yield~ of 30 tons are common and even 50 tons can be 
obtained. Dr. Burns thinks it possible to produce yields of 30 to 55 tons per 
acre, according to the part of India. · 

Cotton. The all-India average yield of lint during the last 30 years is placed 
at 90 lbs. per acre. Dr. Burns, while stating that this yield mny be incren~ed' 
by improved varieties .. manuring, etc., does not la:v down any tar!!et,··as he
<lOnlliders the matter is one of national and international policy. He thinks tht 
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the production in 1940-41 may be taken as the maximum production o{ cottoru 
fvr peace-time conditions with a constant endeavour to produce more- long-staple 
atH.l less ~thort-staple. 

Jute. About 75 per cent. of the total area of the Olitorius group is consid
ered to be under improved varieties and 33 per cent. of the Capsularies group. 
Dr. Burns thinks that, by the exclusive cultivation of improved varieties and 
using manures, the prese!lt average of about 16 maunds per acre could be· 
iucreased to 20 maunds per acre and, as a consequence that the 9 million bales 
obtained from 3,300,000 acres last year could be obtained from 2~ million acres, 
thus freeing about three-quarter of a million acres for food crops. 

Fibres. Apart from cotton and jute, not much attention has been paid 
so far to fibres. The main other fibres are sann-hemp, Deccan hemp, coir and 
agayes. 

Considerable improvement in the quality ol sann-hemp is possible by improv
iug the method of retting. 

Dr. Burns does not think that India should attempt to compete in sisal hemp 
(Ag11ve s1salana) with the African supplies after the war. He thinks the· 
establishment of a Fibre Research Station is necessary to study the agricultural,. 
commt>rcial and technological possibilities of fibres. 

Tobacco. He estimates that about 100 million lbs. of cigarette tobacco were 
produced in India in H)40-4l on an acreage of 110,000. He contemplates an: 
ultimate area ·of cigarette tcbacco of 200,000 acres and a production of 150 
million lbs. of flue-cured tobacco. 

Fruit. Owing to the absence of any separate statistics of fruit are:1s or the· 
viehls, or any knowledge of the present output, demand, etc., Dr. Burns ii> 
~nable to fix targets, hut he considers that the possibilities are enormous, pro
vided India's fruit products can compete with foreign product:; nnd also that the' 
quality of the fr~sh fruit put on the market is improved. 

Vegetable~. Owing to the absence of separate statisties, it seems impossible-
to fix targets. 

PotafoeR. Here again, statistics are lacking, but if disense-free seed can be 
produce<l, fungal disea!'.es be eliminated and improved methods of storage be' 
adopted, he considers that, on the existing acreage, the production can be
doubled. 

Dr·. Burns's report .1l!<o s;urve;vs the livestock resources of India and the 
sugl:!estions for impro,·ement have been made under the following heads:

(a) Feeding; 
(b) Breeding; 
(c) 1\[nnagement; a nil 
(d) DiReO!;es control. 

It is estimated that by paying attention to all the four. aspects the following
increR~e in milk ontpnt could be obtoined nnder ench head:-

Feedinll 
Breedin!'( 
~fana!'(ement 
Disease control 

Total 

30 per cent 
15 pel' cent 
15 per cent 
15 per cent 

75 per cent 

The details contained in the report are under departmental examination. 
The report itself is being relensed for publication. 

II. Forestry. 
Sir Herbert How11rd, Inspector General of Forests has prepared a note· 

dealing with questions bearing on the post-war forest policy of the country· 
He dt>scribes the m11in objt>rts of po.:;t.wnr forest policy as:-

(i) (n) the restoration of the present re'lerved forel'lts to their original pt:oduc
tion and thE' rontinnntion of the former policy of producing the maXImum: 
snstnined yield of which the soil is capable and of the species most in demand; 
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(b) the prevention of run-off, :floods and erosion generally. Naturally this 

.concerns areas .outside the reserved forests but one of the most important 
aspects is the control of the headwaters of streams many of which are inside 
.reserved forests; 

(c) the introduction of new for.ests properly distributed throughout India 
~this especially applies to North India) to supply the agricultural villager with 
iuel and small agricultural timber. These must be supplied more or less at the 
-villager's door-step. 

(ii) The rehabilitation of existing reserved forests This is a routine matter 
of forests management. lt i~plies the revisions of old working-plans and the 
.drawing up of some new pl&ns after the war. The forests have not been 
affected by war fellings to any great extent from their protectio!).. point of 
view though fellings have been in excess of the .normal yield. Even t~is aspect 
.is not as serious as might be expected. Taking India as a whole, the excess 
fellings are not likely to amount to more than 3 years' yield, but the significant 

· facts are that this excess yield on the total has been taken :from the best and 
most valuable trees and in the most accessible places and that Pome provinces 
have felled more in advance than others. Even so, the worst that need be 
contemplated is a reduction in yield· of 30 or 40 per cent. for about 10 years. . 

(iii) The prevention of 1'Un-off floods and erosion is best attained by correctly 
managed forest covering. As, however, it is obviously impossible for the whole 
country to be managed as forest, it implies correct land management. For 
whatever system is adopted in -a particular place-whether it be forestry, 
.agriculture or pasture-the first step-will be to classify the land and indicate 
what land must be managed with special reference to floods and erosion control. 
Land allotted to this category must always be so managed that the protective 
-function comes first. It may be added that the correct management from the 
point of view of floods and trosion is usually the best management ~rom other 
·points of view as well, that is to say, forest managed correctly for timber pro
·duction does in fact exercise the best flood and erosion control; an area 
correctly managed produces the best crops and is usually more effective for 
·flood and erosion control than one incorrectly managed; an area managed to 
-produce the best pasture is also usually most e'ffective under that particular form 
·of land management for flood ·and erosion control. 

(iv) Agricultural forests. The solution of this problem is the crux of the 
post-war forest problem in India. It will incidentally solve much of the problem 
·under (a) and (b) above. Accurate :figures are not available, but very approxi
mately, out of the 800,000 square miles of British India, 400,000 square miles 
consist of cl'lltivated area and current fallow, 144,000 square miles are culturable 
waste, another 144,000 square miles are classified as unfit for cultivation and 
112,000 square miles as forests. This forest area only represents some 14 per 
cent. of the total ar,ea which is by accepted standard far too low. The propor
tion might well be nearer 20 or 25 per cent. But out. of the 288,000 square 
miles of the so-called eultivable waste and uncultivable waste, it should not 
be impossible to find at least another 100,000 square miles. fit to grow these 
"agrif'ultural" forests properly distributed for the villagers' supply_,_ This would 
solve that part of the problem and t~ effect will be far-reaching. Lack of fuel 
causes villagers to burn cowdung instead of fuel. There are probably 300 
million head of cattle in India producing perhaps 400 million tons of cowdung 
per year. If this cowdung were all used for its legitimate purpose of manure 
for the fields instead of being burnt, it would increase foed production sufficiently _ 
to alter the whole agricultural economy of the country. Ho~ much of the -
cowdung is being burnt nobody knows, but it is almost certainly somewhere 
"between 125 million and 250 million tons. How much this would increase f.lie 
total food production is a problem for agricultUral . experts, but it would 
·certainly adequately manure some Hi to 30 per cent. of the whole cultivation in 
!ndia. Moreover cowdung is a cheap forin of manure available for everv agri
culturist, provided it is not burnt. Nor need this be a vision of ~he distant 

·future. What the agricultprist wanlis is quick growing trees to provide fuel,_ 
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charcoal, small house building timber and timber for ploughs. Such forest~ 
can be grown in on short rotation of 15 to 20 years and would provide their 
first return of fuel from thinnings within 5 years of formation. Nor is there 
technically any difficulty in finding the tree or growing it in areas with more 
than about ~U inches average rainfall per. year. There are, however, many 
treeless areas with a rainfall much below this. Where irrigation exists there is 
again no technical difficulty il! growing these small agricultural forests. Where 
no irrigation exists the problem is more difficult of solution, but down to au 
average rainfall of about 12 inches and even on practically pure sand the 
correct species of forest trees can be grown to supply the simple wants of the 
villager. Much of this low rainfall area occurs west of a line running from 
Lahore to Rohtak through Ajmer to N awanagar and east of a. line running 
roughly from Lyallpur through Bikaner about 50 miles west of Jodhpur and 
down to a point about 100 miles south-east of Karachi. The introduction of 
village forests over the optimum proportion of these areas would not only solve 
their immediate fuel and small timber problem but would have a great effect 
on the general climate, the general pasture and fertility of the soil. The 
surface evaportltion at Jodhr,ur is about 7! feet per year and with a proper 
proportion of forests this evaporation would be very largely reduced. Nor would 
it decrease the available fodder and grazing grounds. Grazing, and above all 
the grazing of goats, would certainly need regulation, but this type of agricultural 
forest would produce far more grazing than the areas produce at present (pro~ 
bably 3 times as much) and at the same time in many of the areas the trees 
themselves would provide fodder. 

Sir Herbert Howard's report is being released for publication. 

m. Fisheries. 
Dr. Baini Prashad, Director of the Zoological Survey of India, was asked to 

prepare a report dealing with questions bearing on the problems of post-war 
. deYelopment of the fishery resources of India. The report outlines the various 

sbges of development to be planned annually in the first five yenrs programme 
of development. The more important features of this preliminar~· five-year 
plan are:-

(i) First ~·ear, establishment of a central organisation to guide research aDa 
to prepare plans for the den•lopment of fisheries; 

(ii) Second year, prep:n·ation of detailed reports on the pos~ibility and the 
best method of exploiting Tndian sea, river and lake fisheries; 

(iii) Third year, establishment of demonstration farms, training of teacher3 
nnd nemonstrators and reseHrch on marketing, colO storage, preservation, craft' 
best suited to operate in the various fisheries, etc. ; 

(iv) Fourth year, establishment of small model fhh factories; 
(v) Review of the first four years' work, co-ordinAtion of inter-provinci~I 

artivities, enactment of legislation, if necessary, to protect fisheries from exces
~ive or improper ~xploit.ution, provision of patrolling boats and construction of 
fish-nn~~<>s in rivers, streams and canals. 

The report is under departmental examination but is being released for 
publication. 
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SECTION IX-Socia.l Services. 

The · Government of India are fully alive to the importance of developing 
.the Social Services of India and have· instituted a number of comm;ttees to 
.make a factual survey of the -conditions prevailing in the various fields of 
.Public social activity and to make recommendations regarding the!l' reorganisa
tioli and expansion. The work of these committees has made good progress
and it is expected that the broad policy regarding the development of social 
.services will be decided and administrative and financial details filled in, after 
consultation with the Provincial and States Governments concerned, before the 
cessation of hostilities. 

Education. So far as Education is concerned, the problem of Post-war Re
.construction, though it will no doubt be found, in practice to present special 
difficulties of its own, is probably simpler in some respects than that of the 
other Social Services. While it goes without saying that any system of public 
instruction, suited to the needs of the Indian people, must be framed with 
,special regard to their history and traditions as well as the particular conditions 
under which they live, there is a large measure of agreement among modern 
nations which are or aspire to be civilised democracies as to what the minimum 
.content of an efficient system of public instruction should be. Whatever, 
therefore, the modifications that may be required to meet local conditions, it 
·may be assumed that India will not be able to hold her own in the post-war 
world unless she is able to give to her people, and to the risin~ generation in 
particular, a training . for life and for livelihood comparable wit~- that which 
>Other great nations are providing for theirs. The minimum fa_cilities, therefore, 
which post-war plans should aim at providing, can be defined within reasonably 
:.accurate limits, and in this respect they are less likely to be influenced by 
developments external to India than in the. case of other services-particularly 
in the industrial and economic spheres. The immediate task, haq also been 
Tendered easier by the fact. that the Central Advisory Board of Education, 
which has been asked to prepare a post-war plan and has just completed its 
1abours, has been studying intensively during the last 6 or 7 years the reforms 
which are neces_sary in most of the branches of education to place India on a 
·comparative equality with other civilised countries. 

The main branches of a system of Public Instruction, which is likely to 
satisfy the needs of post-war India, have been outlined by the Board as 
iollows:-

(1) Universal, compulsory and free education for all boys and girls from 
·the age of 5 or 6 until 14. in order to ensure literacy and the minimum pre
-paration for citizenship. 

(2) A reasonable provision of education before the compulsory age for school 
attendance in the form of nursery schools and classes. This is important 
mainly in the interests of health, particularly in areas where housing conditions 
·are unsatisfactory. 

(3) An efficient school medical service, which will see that children are made 
-'healthy and kept healthy. This means t~eatment as well as inspection and 
. the provision of proper nourishment in necessitous cases. It is a waste of time 

:and money to try to teach a child who is underfed or conscious in other wu:vs 
of serious physical discomfort. Health also postulates the provision of h:vgienic 
buildings in suitable surroundings, the right kind of furniture and equipmen£ 
and ample facilities for physical training and games. 

(4) Secondary or high school education for those children who show the 
capacity for benefiting by it. Probably to satisfy this requirement provision 
~hould be made ultimately in high schools of various types for 20-25 per cent. 
of the boys and girls in each age-group. VarietY both in types of school and 
in the curricula of individual schools is essential to suit the varying 1nstes and 
aptitudes of the individual pupils on the one hand and the requirements of 
iheir future occupations on the other. In addition, so that no bov or girl of 
-outstanding ability may be debarred by poverty from further education, 
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_..,1l~ancial ussistance in the form of free places, scholarships and stipends 

4u:,t uc forthcoming. 
(."i) Cuiversity ~:ducation, including po~>t-gruduate and re~:>earch facilities 

fur picked stud~:nts. It is difficult to fix a quantitative standard here but pro· 
uauly places equivalent to 10 per cent. of the high school population would be 
the ultimate goal. Until, however, a selective system of High Schools on a 
national basis has been fimdy established, a smaller provision would meet all 
reasonaule needs. 

(G) Teehnical, comlllercial and art education. The amount, type and loca
tion of this will necessarily be determined to a large extent by the requirements 
of industry and commerce. 

(7) Adult education, both vocational and non-vocational of all ldnds and 
~;tawlards, to meet the needs of those who were denied adequate opportunities 
in their earlier years or recognise the importance of supplementing what they 
then received. 

(8) opecial schools for children suffering from mental or physical handicaps. 
(\J) He<:reational facilities of all kinds, to sntisfy the craving for corporate 

activit.v and to counteract the drabness of the conditions in which so large a 
part of the Indian people otherwise spend their lives. It is difficult to think 
of a country where a well-organised Youth ~fovement would be more remunera· 
tiYe than it would be in India. 

(10) Employment Bureaux to guide school and college leavers into profitable 
employment and so far ~s possible to adjust the output of the schools to the 
capacity of the labour market. 

( 11) Arrangements for training the vast army o£ teachers which a systelll of 
this ldnd will require. 

(1:2) An Rdministartive system which will place initiative and authoriy in 
the hands of those who understand and care about education. 

How far the present system o£ education in India is from complying with 
the~e 111iufmum requirements may be seen :from a few simple facts. 85 per 
cent. of the present popul11tion is illiterate. Of the children who actually enter 
the doors of a school, less than 1 in 4 remain long _enough to reach the earliest 
;:tage (class IV) at which permanent literacy is likely to be attained. Since the 
average pay of a primary teacher in Government Schools in India is about Rs. 27-
p. m. and in private schools is actually much lower-in one o£ the largest 
Provinces the average is below Rs. 10 p. m. ,-it can hardly be said that the 
teaching service in India is likely to attract at the moment the sort of people 
whc. ought to be in charge of the nation's most valuable asset, namely, its 
children, during its most malleable stage. In the higher stages of education 
there is practically no selection, the main criterion for admission to high schools 
l..eing ability to pay fees rather than intellectual promise, and apart from the 
p11~~ing of an admittedly easy matriculation, the same largely applies to Univer· 
si ty education. The provision of technical, commercial and art education is 
entirely inadequate to meet the anticipated requirements of a more highly 
industrialised India. In regard to the other main branches referred to, the 
prE-sent provision is either non-existent or in such an embryonic stage that it 
n. n hardly be said to touch the fringe of the problem. 

The plan prepared by the Central Advisory Board covers all the branches of 
E:dueation set out above. It prescribes universal compulsory and free education 
for all boys and girls from 6 to 14. It contemplates the provision of 10 lakhs of 
places in nursery schools and classes for children below the age of 6. It. sets 
out the basis upon which an efficient school medical Rervice should be prov1ded. 
In high schools, it aims at the provision of schools of varied t~·pes suited to !he 
aptitudes of the pupils, which will cater for at least a fifth of the boys and g1:ls 
in eac·h age-group. It also emphasises the necessity of providing liberal financwl 
nA~i~tanee in the form of free places, scholarl'h;ps and stipends so that no bo~ or 
girl of outst:mding ability may be debnrred by poverty from. furth~~ educ~twn. 
Jn eonl'equenee of the number of boys and g!rls .of outstandmg ab1h~y ~hJCh a 
nntion 11l f:ystem based on equality of opportumty IS sure to throw up, It aims at 
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a very large increase in the provision of education at its higher stages, whether 
in universities or in technical institutions of university level. It also foresees. 

. the necessity for enlarging and making more practical the present provision for 
tec·hnical,. commercia.! and art iustruet.ion at all levels in order, to provide India 
with the research workers, executives and skilled craftsmen which the expan. 
si?n of h~r industrial, economic and agricultural resourc~s will inevitably de
mand. It also does not neglect the purely cultur11l and recreational side of 
education as it attaches particular importan\'C to the provision of the widest 
facilities fvr encouraging boys and girls, men and women, to fulfil themselves 
as individuals and to make a profit.able use 9f their leisure. 

Finally it makes suggestions for removing the obstacles in the existing admin
istrative system which have militated against its success in the past and may 
br expected to put still graver obstacles in the way of any comprehensive 
dev~lopment. It is not possibh here to do more than indicate the main 
lines of the structure which the Central Advisory Board have' in mind. As 
they themselves have made -abundantly clear, it will be for Provincial and 

·State Governments to work .out in detail the best way of applying in their own 
areas the general principles which have been laid down by the Board. Refer
ence may, however, be made to certain Iundamental aspects of education not 
specifically mentioned in the outline of the scheme which has been given above. 
The Board emphasise in the report that the training of character must at ali 
stages of education be regarded as not less important than the training of intel· 
lect and that physical, mental a.nd moral instruction must proceed side by side. 
They have also stressed the importance of a..:celerating the provision of educa
tional facilities for girls and women in view of the extent to which their claims 
have been ignored in tpe past, in fact they have stated their conviction that. 
whatever may be provided for boys and men, not less should be provided for 
girls and women. 

The Board have estimated that the system they have in mind, when in full 
operation, will cost Rs. 312 crores gross or Rs. 277 crores net per annum divided 
as under:-
........................................ --...-.....-....---....-~----....-~--...-.....---

1. Raaic (Primary & Middle) 
2. Pre-Primary Education •. 
3. High School Education .• 
4. University Education. . 
5. Technical, Commercial and Art . 
· :{':ducation. , 

6. Adult Education, 
7. Training of Teachers. 
8. School Medical Service.* 
9. Education of Handicapped* . 

10. Recreational and Social faci-
lities. • • • • 

11. Employment Bureauxt . 
12. Administration.~ . • 

Estimated gross Estimated income Estimated net 
annual expendi· rom sources other expenditure to be 

ture. than public funds. met from public 
funds. 

, Rs. in lakhs 

20,000 
320 

7,900 
960 

1,000 
300 
620 

100 
60 

Rs. m lakhs 

2,900 
290 

200 

170 

Rs. in lakha 

20,000 
320 

5,000 
670 

800 
300 
450 

100 
60 

~· .... --·--....--r--.... ----.... -1-..................... 
Total 31,260 3,560 27,700 

* An amount equal to 10 per cent. of the gross e~enditur.e at the appro~riate stages h~s 
been provided to meet the cost of the School Med1cal Serv1ce and Education of the Hand1· 
capped. · · 

t Special provision has been made for th:s service in the beginning ultimately it should be 
absorbed in Administration. · 

''t Provision to cover the cost of Administration has been inol.uded at aU stagu. It is 
assumed that this will approximate to 5 per cent. of the gross expend•ture. 
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Approximate incidence of increased cost of education involved by the adoptiM 

of the Board's proposals is as follows:-
Ra. 

6th yeu 1,000 lakbar 
lOth .. 2,380 ·~ 
15th " 3,740 ,,. 
~h , 'w w 
25th .. 10,600 ., 
30th .. 16,500 .. 
35th • 25,000 .. 
40th .. 31,200 .. 

It is assumed in the above table and throughout the Board's report that 
capital expenditure on school sites and buildings will be met out of loan in 
future. Provision has accordingly been made for interest and sinking fun<l 
charges only. 

Warning, however, is given that these are approximate :figures based on 
pre-war standards, both in regard to cost of living and population, and that they 
are liable to very substantial variations in view of the changes in social and eco· 
nomic conditions which are likely to take place during the period which must. 
elapse before the scheme can be ·brought into full operation. · 

It was stated at the beginning of this section that while educational develop
ment might be simpler to plan than in the case of other services, it would 
present special practical difficulties of 1ts own. One of these will be apparent 
from what has already been said, and that is the enormous lee-way which har. 
to be made up. An equally difficult problem from the point of view of the 
planner is the fact that educational development does not lend itself to short 
term planning. The whole carrying out of any plan of educational development 
depends on the supply of teachers required being available. It takes time to 
recruit and train teachers-in some cases the period of training may extend to 
4 or 5 years-and the resul~ is that the teachers trained in the course of one 
5-year plan will hav~ to be provided with employment during the next. Further
DlOre, a modern system of education to achieve its full success, or indeed to be 
successful at all, requires that it~:; various branches should be closely linked up 
with one another. It is little use to provide education for all children unless 
they are required to remain long enough at school to receive the minimum train
ing which will make them good citizens and good workers. It is not less evident 
that those with the requisite capacity should be selected for further training in 
order that they may provide the community with the leaders in all walks of life. 
which it will require. It has already been explained why various ancilla.r;,; 
sr-rvices are necessary to make the whole system sound and complete. This,. 
therefore, means that the system must be introduced as a hole in an area large: 
enough to provide in economic unit with sufficient variety in the various type9' 
of educational institutions required. Since it would clearly be neither equitable 
nor expedient to provide education for some children and not others, it will :be 
necessary to satisfy public opinion that a complete plan has been prepared by 
which their claims for educational opportunity will be met sooner or later. 
Warnings have been given elsewhere in this report as to the impracticability of 
onr Government committing its successors to the implications, :financial and 
(,i herwise, of a long term policy, but it is difficult to see how this can be avoidea 
in the case of education. When a start has once been made, it is imperative 
to proceed to the logical conclusion. The social services, however, in this res
pect are on a. somewhat different plane from economic and industrial develop
ment, for it is difficult to conceive that any democracy of the future will he 
satisfied with a smaller provision in this respect than present opinion regards 
R~ neces~ary. 

The Health Survey and Development Committee. It would be a truism to 
~a~· that there is a va.st scope for the improvement of p~blic health conditions 
in India. The Government of India appreciate that a high level of health for 
the individual and for the community can be attained only through measures 
drsigned to cure disease, to prevent· sickness and to promote positive he~lth. 
Thev have therefore Appointed the Healt.h Surve:v and Development Committee 
und~r thr Chnirman~hip of Sir .Joseph Bhore which held it!': first meeting in 
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;New, Delhi on the ~6th-,28th Octoher .1943. The following extracts froPl the · 
J:?-essage sent by ,His Ex~ellency the V1eeroy to the Committee gives an indica· 
t.10n of the problems which ~he Committee will have to examine. 

:''In th~ most highly organised countries of the world a large scale. system of 
somal service~ guards the health of the community. The Maternity and Child 
Welfare Seryice, the school clinic, and the sickness insurance plan..,....all backed 
by we.ll-equi:pped ~os~it.als and highly qualified medical men-prevent and 
cure disease m the mdlVldual. Through local authorities, and under the various 
stat~tes governing work in factories, provision is made for environmental 
hyg),!lnec There are schemes of slum clearance and rehousing. The supply of 
water and food are competently supervised, and control is maintained over 
domestic and industrial wastes. I need not prolong the list; but I inust add 
that behind the Social Services there is, in the advanced countries to which 
I refer, a powerful network, of research organisations. 

"In India we have traversed only a small part of the road towards .National 
Health .. I acknowledge the devoted work done, often in conditions of great 
difficulty, in this field; nor: do I forget the poverty of India-that heavy dis
ability which lies upon all agricultural countries whose populations are. large 
aud whose individual holdings of land are small. But I have no doubt that 
given guidance :from a Committee such as this, and a determination to attack 
the problem, we can do much more than has hither,m been thought possible. 
· "It is not for me to attempt to guide you in you;: deliberations, but I may 

perhap"'s outline some of the questions which have occurred to me during the 
past two years. In our cities we have slums which are a disgrace to a civilised 
cot'ntry. Much has been done by some of the Improvement Trusts-particular· 
ly in Calcutta-to remove the worst of the slum dwellings and to introduce light 
and air.· But have we yet faced the gigantic task of rehousing the slum dwellers 
in such a way and under such s-gpervision that· they will not rel~pse into their 
original condition? The financial implications of any rehousing scheme in 
which the displaced population cannot afford to pay something like an economic 
:rent are very great, and I am aware of all the difficulties. But is it not time 
for us at least to face the problem and to see what can be done about it? 
·· "Again, although in some of our cities•.we have excellent water supply and 
sanitary systems, in others little has yet been done ~ produce hygienic condi· 
'ticins, · · · 

"Then, there is malaria, the universal scourge, which probably causes 
more ill-health and. inefficiency than any other one factor in the health field. 
Have we yet made sufficient use of the admirable work of the Malaria Insti
'tu£e? Could insecticides he made from Indian-grown materials on a scale and 
at a cost which would render their nation-wide use possible? Could. not more 
'be done to provide protective materials-such as mosquito netting ~nd m~s
quito wire-and could not these things be made on a larger scale m Ind1a? 
'J.'hf· average family may be unaple to afford them, but their use could undoubt
edly be extended. 

"We certainly need more maternity and child welfare centres, more school 
:clinics, and more qualified medical men both for preventive and for curative 
;medicine. What prospects are there of improving the medical and health 
services in the village? Can medical men be attracted to the villages as private 
practitioners? Why is there so much difficulty in establishing an adequate 
nursing service? 

"Two other points which occur to me are the possibility of improving the 
production of home-grown drugs, and the need for the development of research 
organisations in addition to those we already have. -
. "I have stated these questions not because I believe that they cover the 

·~hole ground, but because they show how the defects in the present organisa
tion strike a layman who has not in the past been directly connected in his,; 

. work with the medical and public health administration of the country.' Your 
ta'Sk will be to cover the ground as adequately as :vou can, and I have no doubt 
,Jbt in doing so you will not neglect the experience gained and the results 
achie-ved in other countrie&-especially those whoM economy is comparable to 

1 
•bat of India." · , 
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As a result of the work of the first meeting of the Committee,' it was decided 

to set up five advisory Committees to deal with the subjects of public health; 
medi<.:al relief, industrial health, medical research and professional education 
respectively. All ~he Advisory Committees met once last year and some of 
them held their second meetings in January 1944; and the main Committee at 
its second meeting, in January 1944, reviewed the work of the Advisory Com
mittees. Questionnaires have also been issued to Provincial Governments and 
vorious institutions and individuals interested in the different public health 
proulems and the information thus collected will be supplemented during the 
tours in the Provinces which the Advisory Committees will undertake. 

I. The Public Health AdviSory Committee will deal with the following sub
jf:'ds :-The state of public health in India, environmental hygiene, nutrition, 
~bief diseases, internal and international quarantine. maternity and child wel
fnre and health and physical education. 

Thr> compo.:;ition of the Committee is as follows:
Rai 'Rahadur Dr. A. C. Banerjea. 
Lt.-Colonel C. A. Bozman. 
Dr. A. H. Butt. 
Lieut.-Colonel E. Cotter. 
Dr. J. B. Grant. 
Dr. B. C. Das Gupta. z 
Sir FrederiC'k James. 
Honourable Mr. P. N Sapru. 
l\Ir. B. Shiva Rao. 
~frs. Shuffi T,yabji. 
Honourable Dr. \Yadhwani. 
The Cormnittee has already started exammmg the question of urban and 

rmul housing, nutrition, maternity and child welfare, water supply and the 
training of public health engineers and the development of special facilities for 
tl11- prevention of malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, etc., and has interviewed 
sen:>rul experts in' these lines. It will also deal with quarantine, internal and 
inrernational, school-health, physical education and health education. 

II. The Medical Relief Committee will deal with medical relief in urban 
Rl"d rural areas, organisation of hospitals and dispensaries, after-care for patients 
di~ehnrged from hospital, provision of diagnostic facilities, mental hygiene, pre
vention of mental diseases, provision for mental patients and mental defectives, 
drug addiction, control of the trade in medicines, production and standardisa
tion of drugs and biological products, etc. 

The Committee is composed of the following:
Dr. R. B. Cbandrachud. 
Dr. D. J. R. Dadabhoy. 
1\fajor-General J. B. Hance. 
Sir Henery Holland. 
Pundit L. K. Maitra.. 
Major-General W. C,. Paton. 
Dr. B. C. Roy. 
Lt.-Colonel B. Z. Shah. 
This Committ~e is now examining the problem of the formation of a co

ordinatt:>d plan or preventive and curative health services for the country as fl. 

whole and with special reference to the rural population. 
III. The Industrial Health Committee will be concerned with all the pro· 

Llems affecting the health of the industrial population such as administration 
of health services, occupational di~eases, accidents, environmental hygiene in 
thr factorv, homdng, nutrition, welfare work, sickness and maternity benefits, 
planned regional zoning of industry, drug and drink habits and industrial health 
re~earrh. 

The compo~ition of the Committee is as follows:
Lt..C'olonel E. Cotter. 
1\r:1ior Genrral .T. B. Hance. 
Sir Frederick James. 
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Dr. B. C. Roy. 
Mr. B. Shiva. Raq .. 
Honourable Mr. P. N. :Sapllu~ 
Sir Shri !tam. 
This Committee has appointed a Sub.Cortunittee to prepare a 'mm1mum.. 

health target for the industrial population and is ,uow engaged on the exarmina· 
tiorJ 'Of labour legislation and its administration with particular . reference to-
public health. . · . 

IV. Tl;te Medical ltese&rch Committee will deal with the problems relating: 
to the existing organisation ·of medical research facilities, and facilities in res
pect of research into social·and administrative problems from the point of view-
of public health organisation. · 

The composition of the Committee is as follows:
Dr. W. R. .Aykroyd. 
Lt.-Colonel Sir Ram Nath Chopra .. 
Lt.-Colonel E. Cotter. 
Major-General J .. B. Hance. 
Pandit L. K. Maitra. 
Dr. B. Vishwa Nath. 
Dr. C. G. Pandit. 
Dr. V. N. Patwardhan. 
Major-General Sir John Taylor. 
The Committee is now engaged {)n formulating a scheme fOr: the establish

ment of a National Medical Research Council and of a Central Res~arch Insti
tute. The incidental problems which the Committee is also examining are 
those relating to the procurement and organisation of research workers, co-ordi
nation of existing research institutions and the organisation of special researches 
into specialised problems such as malaria, nutrition, etc: The Committee has 
already interviewed several experts in these lines. 

V. The MedicaJ. Education Committee will examine the whole problem of 
proiessional education, which includes pre-medical scientific education, the 
under-graduate training of doators, the training of public heatlh officers, the 
provision of re'fresher courses and poot..graduate training in different subjects, 
the training of other health personnels such as dentists, pharmaaists, nurses, 
sanitary inspectors, health visitors, midwives, etc., and registration of medical 
men and other health ·personnel. 

·The composition of the Committee is as follom:
Dr. J. B. Grant. 
Dr. M . .A. Hamid. 
Major-General J. B. Hance. 
Dr. M. S. Lazarus. 
Diwan Bahadur Dr . .A. L. Mudalia'r. 
Dr. U. B. Narayanrao. 
Dr. B. Vishwa Nath. · 
Dr. B. C. Roy. 
Labour Legislation and W'eHare. The Government. of India in the Depart· 

ment of Labour have under consideration several important schemes designed 
to promote the welfare of the working population. 

All important proposals relatin~ to labour are now being regularly considered 
in the Tripartite. organisation set up in 1942 and consisting of a. Labour Con
ff:rence and a Standing Labour Committee. On both these bodies, the Central 
Government. Provincial Governmentil and the 'more important StateR and the 
ClJamber of Princes are represented. Employers and workers have .. also an 
equal representation on them. The organisation .follows hroadly the model of . 
the International Labour Organisation. 

At the fifth meeting· of the Labour Conference held in September 1943, one 
of the important items on the R~enda was "Social Security". It was recom
mended by the Conference that the Government of India should set up a machi
nery for investigating into various. labour. questions so that a Planning com
mittee which may be. set up later; can prepare practical 11chemes, for the social 
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security of labour in India. In pursuance of this recommendation and in order 
tnat information may be collected, bearing upon various aspects of social secu· 
ray so as to enable the .Planning committee subsequently to be set up to draw 
uv a programme of social security for labour in India, the Government. of lnd1.a 
huve uppowted a _L,;oll.lllilt~e of ~nquuy to be known as Labour lnvestlgatlon 
Commmee. 'Jbe Committee is composed oi :-

(1) l\lr. D. Y. liege (L,;bairman) · 
Members 

(2) Mr. S. R, Deshpande. 
(3) Dr. Ahmad Mu.khtar. 
(4) J\Ir. H. P. Adarkar (Member and Secretary). 
The Government of India have already appointed a special officer to prepare 

a draft Sickness Insurance _Scheme for certain classes of skilled and technical 
labour whicb is now being examined by a panel of actuaries and which it is 
hoped will form the basis for future Sickness Insurance legislation. On other 
questions, such as, old age and unemploymen~, very little statistical material 
is at present available and -a thorough preliminary investigation is essential 
before any advance can be made. It is expected that the Labour Investigation 
Committee will be able to collect more information on these subjects and that 
the factual survey on which they are at present engaged will furnish the basis 
of future planning. This investigation will also be useful for considering Mini
mum Wage legislation. The question of the form the machinery for wage fixa
tion should take has already been considered in some detail by the Standing 
Lubour Committee in January 1944. 

Besides the special investigation work which the Labour Investigation Com
mittee will undertake, Labour Department are taking steps to improve generally 
labour statistics in India . 

. The working of the Employment Exchanges and their probable effect on the 
gPneral conditions of employment have already been mentioned in Section III. 
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